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iding search for an identity was
hosen for the 1970 TAMANAWA.
nation of birds on the cower rep-
nany directions taken in that
i bird has chosen his own direc-
g that which makes his identity '
veryone during his ’’Four years’’^
out in the same manner to find^
life.
that by graduation time each student
ividual road meant only for him.
e you to seek life and face it with an <
ideas and experiences, keeping a firm commit-"'
r ideals. /888










Procreation . . . potential . . .
Procreation . . . potential . . .
Procreation . . . potential . . .
And so in birth,
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The influences shaping my personality
come from many sources,
both from beyond and within myself.
I live in a world that is uniquely mine.




as defining and limiting my person.
I live on whatever plane of life I choose;
and, that decision is my choice.
*
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With age we come to know how wide

















1 NNo longer the innocent child,I now fear to disclose myselfin the nakedness of what I discover.Thus,unable to accept what I am;a false exterior must becomethe revelation of myself.A mercurial actor —I play each role in complement to the
endless moments of my existence.












Deficient and tainted in some of my roles,
there is virtue and merit
in other of my caricatures.
But, should any part be acted too well-,
it may imprison and
become my only self.
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When I fear to be anyone at all,
I withdraw until all my identities







Encased in this secure nothingness,
I am invulnerable
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I possess health and vitality;
life is real
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Thus, I am compelled
to look beyond the mirrors,
to find
a deeper definition of myself.
I exist —
but who and where am I?
Reality
is always beyond my understanding.
With each new hope,













N *:Identity evades me —it becomes increasingly complex
and even an antithesis
of what I once thought I was
I recognize my confusion
and ask myself,
Why are there no easy answers?
Why do so many pieces
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And accepting them all,
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But this being I have discovered,








Ican no longer look inward
for answers;
with men of all ages
I must look
beyond theconfines of self
to the world . . .
and the universe . . .
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AndI conceive of God,










my search for identity is ended:
but Ican and want to become
more of a person.
My ideal self will always remain
beyond my existence.
I search for identity
on the plane called time
and there discover
possibility . . .
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The first week of September found over two
hundred nervous girls housed in Anderson-
Langdon, and over one hundred boys quar¬
tered at Commencement Bay Campus. Mean¬
while the rest of the campus buzzed with
activity as formal fraternity and sorority
rush began. Days were filled with literally
hundreds of new faces, parties, anxiety, in¬
decision, confusing Greek letters, and the
inevitable questions of “ What's your major ?
Where are you from? . . ." For some there was
disappointment, but for most there was an
undescribable thrill of being mobbed by
fellow brothers as one stepped onto a fra¬
ternity's lawn, or as one opened her bid and
raced through throngs of boys on the way to
the expectant faces waiting in the chapter
rooms.
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Upper left: Rushees receive bids. Above: Happy rushees are
greeted in the Chapter Rooms. Rush is finally over!
Rush - To Be Or Not To Be
Betas await their new pledges.









Basket weaving? ? But I don't want to take basket weaving!!!







Out in the Cold
Registration presented one of the first chal¬
lenges of the 1969-70 school year . New pro¬
cedures were tested this fall, adding an extra
day for Freshman advisement. They were
given the opportunity to meet their advisors
a day early and discuss their class schedules
on a tentative basis. Unfortunately the upper¬
classmen still registered first and the typical
last minute confusion over closed and can¬
celled classes was quite in evidence.
With the help and guidance of the UPS Spurs,
registration proceeded smoothly. Their en¬
thusiasm and spirit prevailed throughout the
entire three days until all the students had
been duly registered.
As the confusion and rush of registration
finally faded into the background, its value
was again recognized by the students; for
pulled cards had changed into actual classes.
With registration it must be acknowledged
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"Sadie, Sadie, married lady
Jeff Smith performed the
ceremony.
A fall mural, cornstalks, and hay blocks com¬
pleted the background as Debbie Turner,
Alpha Phi, and Tom Brown, Kappa Sigma,
were chosen Daisy Mae and Li 1 ’ Abner at the
Sadie Hawkins dance on Friday, October 3.
Completing their court were Sara Eaton,
Mollie Moersch, Chris Harris, Karen Putnam,
Judy Counley, Ann Stanley, Charlotte Kanda,
Sandi Hampton, Scott Macey, Chris Gentry,
King Brown, Doug Boughel, Tom Greene,
Bill Daniels, and Amedee Smith.
The hitchin’ ceremony for the couples was
performed by the honorable Marryin’ Sam,
alias Jeff Smith. Appropriate church-type
music was provided by the Lovin' Sound.
Everyone was dressed in their "Sunday
best" for the marriage ceremony and picture
taking.
Sadie Hawkins Dance
























The fiddler, played by Brooks Hull, lived a satisfied life. When he
died, he was able to say that he had no regrets.
*lr x
Todd Benjamin, a young soldier, wished he'd never left home
after he was shot In the war.
30
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Spoon River lost its writer, played by Dina Hendrickson, when she stuck her finger with a pin
and died of lockjaw.

















Richard M. Tutor Lee Miles Acree
Yee Bow, played by Kate Lamb, said. "I
should have taught them about Confu-
cious."
Edgar Lee Master’s play, Spoon River Anthol¬
ogy, proved to be highly successful as the
opening play of the 1969-70 school year. The
University Theatre company held perform¬
ances from October 2-through 4 starting at
8:00 each evening.
Complete darkness enveloped the entire
auditorium as the play began. The stage
setting was almost entirely devoid of props
with very little action throughout the play.
The inhabitants of Spoon River Cemetery,
dead spirits of the past, related events of
their lives. Events which pertained even to
modern times. The play presented a special
kind of story about people and places that
never seems to become outdated.
Richard Tutor was director for the play,
which featured a host of new talent. Profes¬
sor Thomas Sumerville, new to the drama
department this year, demonstrated his




the town of Spoon
River.
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A Play Written by Edgar Lee Masters
WAR MORATORIUM:
Students at UPS Participate
With the Nation
John O'Melveny reads
the names of the men




Senator Wayne Morse spoke to the students
about the crime of the Viet Nam war.
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The VIETNAM MORATORIUM was a nation¬
wide effort to maximize public support to
bring an end to the war in Vietnam. Millions
of Americans participated in marches,
teach-ins, mass rallies, debates, and worship
services organized by the students of their
particular area. The MORATORIUM began
October 15, 1969, and increased one day
each month.
San Francisco and Washington , D.C. were the
two national focal points. People of all ages
and occupations congregated in these cities,
while others carried out their MORATORIUM
activities on a local level.
UPS students served as the organizers for
the greater Tacoma area. The October
MORATORIUM activities were: An all-day fast,
reading of the war-dead names, a march and
memorial service at Wright ’s Park, and an all¬
day teach-in. Featured speakers were Dr.
John Magee, Dr. Leroy Annis, and ex-Oregon
Senator, Wayne Morse.
The November MORATORIUM called for in¬
creased community support, a centralized
downtown office, and greater involvement by
high school students. A noon forum at the
County-City building and an evening rally
at Baker Stadium featured ex-Oregon Con¬
gressman, Charles Porter and Dr. Richard
Overman.
The MORATORIUM Organizers proposed
through their work to inform the public of
the atrocities and illegitimacy of the war and
provide a channel for peaceful demonstra¬
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Sounds of the Three Dog Night
The UPS Fieldhouse came alive Thursday,
October 16 as the Artist and Lecture series
presented "Three Dog Night” . Comedian
Murry Roman preceeded the group with a
commentary on student life at various west¬
ern colleges. Hoyt Axton’s "ruddy” western
guitar sound reached the crowd as his voice
reverberated throughout the packed arena.
He appeared a picture of pain and agony as
he sang "Goddamn the Pusher Man".
"Three Dog Night,” appearing last on the
program, immediately took command. Com¬
bining great musicians and a soul deep style,
they generated a wild enthusiasm in all spec¬
tators. "Easy to be Hard” and "Eli 's Coming”
captivated the audience. Wild clapping with
the music broke out spontaneously as the
crowd began to respond to the music.
The program culminated with the hit "Try a
Little Tenderness”. After a five minute
standing ovation, the group left the Field-
house, and a crowd of more-than-satisfied
spectators.
35
Homesick Students Welcome . .
Langdon gives a big welcome
to Mom and Dad.
Enthusiasm shown by both
parents and students at the
game led the UPS Loggers to a
victory.
“ If You Were a Student Today — Student
Dissent” was the theme for Parent 's Week¬
end this year . The program, sponsored by
the Associated Women Students, was held
October 17 through 19.
“ 'Activities began Friday evening, October 17
with the Freshmen One Acts. Talented Frosh
from all over campus turned out for the
event. Saturday morning was busy with dis¬
cussions of the 4-1-4 program, a panel of
speakers on the over-all theme, campus
tours, the big game, and the banquet.
The sophomore women’s honorary, Spurs,






T *Parents were received
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Entertainment at half -time and at the
banquet was provided by Tod McKelvy.
Ginny Clausen, chairman of
Parent 's Weekend Banquet,
enjoyed the dinner with Doc T.






Talent was displayed by the presentations of the
freshmen.
Co-chairmen for the weekend were Barb Roe and Ann Davis.
After discussion groups, parents joined their
student off-spring for the game with Pacific
Lutheran University. The game proved ex¬
citing as U.P.S. crushed their cross-town
rival 20-0.
Popcorn parties after the game were held for
parents in the chapter rooms, followed by
the banquet for students and their parents.
Todd McKelvy provided entertainment.
University Chaplain Jeff Smith held services
Sunday in Kilworth Chapel . Afterwards, Presi¬
dent Thompson ended the weekend with a





Members of the Homecoming Committee from left to right are: Lucy
DeYoung, Rick Stockstad, Chuck Lenfesty, Jill Cochrane, Sue Mathiasen,
Wendy McNelly, Cathy Smeltzer, Kit McCarthy, Sue Warren, Judy Lawrence,











Below: Surprise entertainers show up at the Homecoming banquet. Right:
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Tables with green and gold carnival masks
decorated the Great Hall as the Mardi Gras
theme of this year's Homecoming was carri¬
ed out at the all-school banquet Wednesday
night. Two alumni were present as the fea¬
tured speakers for the evening. The home¬
coming king and queen candidates were
introduced. Adding to the evening's enter¬
tainment was Rick Stockstad playing some
honky-tonk music on the piano.
The presentation of the homecoming court
and the coronation of Kathy Careher (Alpha
Phi) and Rick Stockstad (Phi Delta Theta)
as Homecoming Queen and King highlighted
the Lou Rawls Concert Thursday at the Field
House.
Latin American music by the Carnival started
the evening' s entertainment. Lou Rawls,
noted singer of jazz type music, captivated






























for Friday at Four in
Cellar X the week of
Homecoming.
The traditional trike race, held in the quad in
front of Jones Hall, started the third day of
homecoming activities. Each living group on
campus was eligible to participate in the
event if they could provide their own trike
and four members to race. The Chi Omega
Chargers won the girl’s division and the men
of Beta Theta Pi took the honors among the
males.
An effigy of Portland State University was
burned along with old car tires in the bon¬
fire held in the Field House parking lot. From
the bonfire, everyone proceeded to the
mardi gras carnival where opportunities
were available to engage in many types of
entertainment. The evening was climaxed
by a beautiful fireworks display in the skies
over UPS followed by an all-city dance in the
Field House where the City Zoo provided
entertainment.
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Far left: Beta Theta PI once again
walked away with the honors. Left:
Something new for Homecoming this
year--fireworks!
Freshman light our fire.
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The Funfilled, Exciting
Homecoming Weekend
Drags On . .
And On . .
Instead of displays, the living groups participated in building













No spirits on the spirit trucks this year gang!!!
The spirit parade through downtown Tacoma
generated enough enthusiasm to last
throughout the entire game against Port¬
land State University. All the living groups
rode in decorated flat-bed trucks, cheering
and yelling to show everyone the “ ole” UPS
spirit.
A capacity crowd at Baker Stadium saw the
UPS Loggers beat Portland State University
44-34. During half-time, the homecoming
court was again introduced.
Culminating all the homecoming activities
was the semi-formal dance held in the Great
Hall Saturday night . Couples danced to the
music of The Gas Company and Herb
Erickson in a Mardi Gras atmosphere; while
in the student lounge The Tom Iverson Trio
provided night club entertainment. Winning
the spirit trophy again this year were Delta
Delta Delta and Beta Theta Pi.




In.. spite of the odds, UPS pulls






Homecoming Ends With A
Victory and A Celebration
Gul
Left: Students parade through the
streets of Tacoma on a crisp morning.















“ As You Like It”
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Preserving the traditional Elizabethan prose of
Sharkespeare’s, “As You Like It,” Professor Thomas
Manning directed the play with an unusually mod¬
ern - “mod” -- approach. Utilizing the play 's self-
contained conflicts between young and old, rich
and poor, this production combined both in a 20th.
century “ Hippie” vs. “Establishment” conflict.
Rejected by the uptight Duke Frederick, his teenage
niece and daughter escape into the country and to
the wild, swinging world of the exiled Duke. Peace,
but not silence is the rule in his “Kingdom." Sur¬
rounded by beautiful women, music and song, he
is content to pass the time dressed in his toga and
smoking a favorite water pipe.
Colored lights and original music were provided dur¬
ing the production as the court 's musicians “ rock-
out” on their electric guitars, blues harp, and drums.
Professor Ray Berry did the choreography for the
modern dance that was performed with the music.
“As You Like It” was presented with the combined
efforts of more than fifty people. Matinee and eve¬
ning performances were held from November 13
through the 22 with hundreds of people attending.
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CAST
DUKE, living in exile JAMES LYLESDUKE FREDERICK JAMES LYLESAMIENS LEE ACREEJAQUES DAVID LYLESLEBEAU AMADEE SMITHCHARLES BERNIE DUNAYSKIOLIVER DALE CARLSONJAQUES de BOYS AMADEE SMITHORLANDO JAMES PHILLIPSADAM, servant to Oliver RAY BERRYTOUCHSTONE ROGER TOMPKINSSIR OLIVER MARTEXT KING BROWNCORIN DAVID VERGINSILVIUS RICHARD TUTORWILLIAM BERNIE DUNYASKIEROS JOHN O’MELVENYROSALIND CANDACE CAMPBELLCELIA JILL GOLDSWORTHYPHEBE GAIL BRYSONAUDREY RUTH DAVISATTENDANTS KATHY FARBER, KATE LAMB,
CAROL SIMS, TAMI SZERLIP,
LYNTOPINKA
MUSCIANS
LEE ACREE - KING BROWN ~ DAVID VERGIN












Skiers unload the bus in preparation for the day.
Crystal Mountain was invaded by three
busloads of enthusiastic UPS students ready
for an exciting day at the Winter Carnival.
An early morning start— would you believe
7 A.M.? — gave everyone an opportunity to
really enjoy the snow.
Snowflakes fell throughout the day as many
students had the opportunity to take their
first skiing lesson. Although the conditions
for skiing were not perfect, no one really
seemed to mind and the laughs were as
common asthespills.




















Christmas Around Campus was celebrated
with the traditional activities again this year
despite the fact that students were also tak¬
ing final examinations. Handel 's “Messiah”
had its 23rd performance in the UPS Field-
house, giving the holiday an appropriate
spirit. Jones Hall was decorated by Spurs
and Knights, for the tree-lighting ceremony
and caroling on December 5th. At the Christ¬
mas banquet, Doc T spoke about the true
meaning of Christmas, and Santa Claus
in his proverbial red suit was there remind¬
ing everyone to be good! To celebrate the
final day of classes and wish all the students
a Merry Christmas, there was a party in the
Sub with punch and cookies served.
N f
Above left: And what would Christmas be with out Santa ? Below: Doc T. and UPS students observe the annual Christmas Tree Lighting
Ceremony in front of Jones Hall.
% #.





















Because finals were in December this year , Christmas
almost slipped by unnoticed. Below: Christmas spiritflickers.
CHRISTMAS AND






Hawaiian students comprise 8%-10% of the
student body. Although they aren’t a formal
organization, special programs are planned
and presented each year.
This year during a Hawaiian dinner in the
Great Hall, the students performed dances
representative of the many different races
in Hawaii. Included was a Tahitian dance,
Bamboo dance, and the hula. Through pro¬
grams like this, the Hawaiian students hope










Diners were entertained by authentic Hawaiian dancers at the Luau.











To close the program at the banquet the Hawaiian students join in a traditional song.
I





for a Fair Environment
"Hello sulphur dioxide; hello carbon monox¬
ide;. . . the air is everywhere.” Earth Day,
April 22, marked the concern by students
across the nation over the growing problem
of pollution. On the UPS campus, the En¬
vironmental Action Committee, chaired by
Carl Gay, presented a series of displays,
films, and speakers throughout the day.
Beginning with a burial ceremony for an in¬
ternal combustion engine, the day 's activ¬
ities were planned to carry out the theme,
“Environment Fair for a Fair Environment.”
Featured speakers included Dr. Gordon Al¬
corn, Dr. Charles Odegaard, Lowry Wyatt
from Weyerhauser Company, and Alfred
Neale who works for the state pollution con¬
trol commission. The day’s events were
climaxed by an all city meeting in the Field
House.



















Students gathered at the front of Jones Hall to hear speakers.
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Marat/Sadei i 1 7








Above: The inmates at the asylum.




























. . Gordon Griggs






. . Amadee Smith
. . Todd Benjamin
. Rick Stockstad
Ruth Davis
. . . . Tami Szerlip
Margie Widdifield
Nuns
Martha Bryan Patti Collins
“Fifty years old and not yet dead,
He wears a bandage on his head. . . ”
With these opening lines, the audience is
introduced to Marat and the other inmates
of the asylum of Charenton. Nuns with
rope whips try to maintain order amid the
wailing and frenzied actions of the patients.
These were once aristocrats but now are
only insane products of the bloody French
revolution.
Twenty-four members of the Repertory
Company were cast in this production which
was directed and staged by Thomas Man¬
ning. An inventive set design, modern dance,
music both vocal and instrumental, com¬
bined with an outstanding performance by
the actors, made Marat-Sade one of the
company’s most successful plays.
Marquis de Sade closes the play and because
he can find no ending simply says, “I am

























































A delightful combination of song and satire
centered on the more serious theme of hu¬
man freedom, “Funny Thing” is a very mod¬
ern old play. Ancient Rome at its best and
worst provides the setting in which the
actors try to manipulate and out-manuever
one another.
Pseudolus, a slave to a lecherous Roman
senator, Senex, plans to kidnap a beautiful
young virgin for the senator’s son and there¬
by win his freedom. Complications develop
rapidly and the laughs are many. Before
Pseudolus can successfully kidnap the
young woman, she is sold to a famous
soldier and Senex has decided to make her
the object of his next affair.
Richard Tutor, director and Robert Taylor,
musical director did an outstanding job.
Songs such as “Everybody Ought to Have a
Maid,” and “That Dirty Old Man of Mine”
added to the atmosphere of total entertain¬







Dr. Paul Saltman and Dr. Lewis Yablonsky
were the featured speakers for the annual
Public Affairs Forum. The educators ex¬
pressed their opinions on contemporary
issues: ecology, and the American students.
On the first night, Dr. Saltman, noted for
his involvement with current ecological
movements in the U.S., discussed the re¬
lation of science and technology in solving
problems in today’s world. On the second
night, Dr. Yablonsky spoke of changes that
are occurring among youth-especially with
regard to the hippie movement. He believes
that the students today are renewing the


































“ The sounds of music” are very much a part
of university life. Providing instrumental
entertainment are two organizations: UPS-
Tacoma Band and Symphony Orchestra and
the Pep Band.
Pep Band gave an extra boost to UPSpirit
during the football and basketball season
with their entertainment during halftime at
the games.
UPS-Tacoma Band and Symphony Orchestra
presented three concerts this year featuring
several guest soloists. These included Mr.
d'Entremont, concert pianist, a violinist,




Edward Sefarian directs the UPS Symphony orchestra.



















Members of the UPS Madrigals are: Roger Sasnett, Peter Schin¬
dler, Alfred D. McKelvey Jr., Pat Morgan, Stu Hanson. Linda Smith,
Doreen Dolman, Sue Arbury, Terry Eicher, Kathy Moles, Kathy
Smith, Curtis Barber, Howard Frankhauser, Ronda Ghylin.
Directed and founded by Dr. Bruce Rogers,
Madrigal Singers now have fourteen mem¬
bers: 8 female vocalists and 6 male. Special¬
izing in music from the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the Madrigals
have held many performances, including
television appearances. They held their
eighteenth annual UPS Christmas concert









Members of the choir are: Top row: Bonnie Moen, Lynn Brem-
meyer, Ann Davis, Chris Ward, Jeff Buchan, Becky Morris , Claire
Luiten, Ann Wells, Deb Burton. Second row: Kathy Nelson, Paula
Keizur, Linda Smith, Tim Russell , Pete Schindler, Alfred D. Mc-




Dr. Rogers; director of the Adel phians
Forty members comprise the Adelphian
Concert Choir, directed by Dr. Bruce Rogers.
An internationally famous group, they
made their third European tour this spring.
Performances were scheduled in many
cities throughout the British Isles which
will be the main focus of the tour.
Adelphians celebrated the thirty-second
anniversary of their founding this year.
Mr. John Paul Bennett started the group in
1935. Since that time they have held an
annual concert at U.P.S., appeared on
television and radio, and made several
recordings.
Alona Galipo, Robin Gleason, Stu Hanson. Fourth row: CurtisBarber, Jerry Rantz, Kathy Moles, Roger Sasnett, Phil Duyff.Bottom row: Jerry Romano, Eileen Tracy, Kathy Smith, BarbaraCurry, Sue Peringer, Terry Eicher, Julie Stickney, Sue Arbury,Pat Morgan, Wendy McNelly,George Bowker.
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Time Out . . .
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Every year the new freshmen Adelphians put on a skit to introduce themselves to the old members.
Dr. Rogers often entertains
thechoir in his home.
64
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Members of the Adelphian Consert Choir tra¬
veled 24 days on their tour of the British
Isles and Ontario, Canada. The choir present¬
ed more than 18 concerts, visiting Scotland,
Ireland, Erie as well as Canada and England.
Trips to Cambridge University, the Tower
of London, Westminister Abby, and many
other famous sites were included in the
tour.
At nearly every concert, the only tickets
available as the performance began were
for standing room only, with people from
all walks of life attending. And because the
Adelphians were invited to stay in private
homes in both Ireland & England, they gained
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. . . and Then They’re Off to the British Isles.
Holland There and
Dr. John Prins is director of the annual ex¬
change program between UPS and Nijenrode
in Breukelen, Netherlands. Business majors
from the Dutch university and UPS exchange
homelands and schools for oneyear.
Students who participate in this exchange
discover how people in other cultures live
and learn to see themselves in new ways.
Right: Students studying at the Netherlands
School of Business are Left to Right: Don Car¬
ter, Brian Johnson, Jim Smith, Jim Rook, and
Charles Gay.
Holland students attending UPS are: Front
Row, Left to Right: J.van de Calseyde, E.Slijper,
N.Block, E.Lambij, R.van Gelder, Middle Row:
J.van der Maas, Anneke Kinker, J.Kramer,
Elizabeth de Villenfagne, E.d’Oultremont, J.
Debrot. Back Row: H.Spook, J.van Erk, R.van
der Toght, and R.van Heusden.





























Associated Women Students consists of girls
attending the university. AWS sponsors
many campus activities including Parent’s
Weekend and the spring awards banquet.
One of the most recent endeavers of AWS
was to provide every girl living on campus
with a key to her dorm. A Key-committee
was orgainzed and they devoted much time
to circulating questionaires among the stu¬
dents, talking with administrators, and spon¬
soring peitions. This spring every girl re¬
ceived a key for the first time.
The Spring Awards Banquet sponsored by
AWS was held April 30 in the Great Hall. Doc¬
tor R. F. Thompson began the awards with
the announcements of scholarship recip¬
ients. Special recognition was also extended
to several girls who were considered out¬
standing in their respective classes.
But the excitement was at its highest during
the long-awaited announcement of new
members in Chips, Mortarboard, and Spurs.
Teacher of the Year was announced as Joyce
Ward in the 0. T. department.







Foreign students at UPS display wares native to their homelands.
Guests attending the “May Festival ” spon¬
sored by the International Club were foreign
students and International Club members
from Tacoma Community College and Pa¬
cific Lutheran University.
Display booths representing customs and
styles of nine foreign countries were part of
the festival. Music and dances by students
from Japan, China, Thailand, and the Phil¬
ippines were also featured. Jean Francois
Gaba, the club president, said the event



















The Black Arts Festival, sponsored by the
BSU, included a week of events beginning on
April 27, with a fashion show. Especially in¬
teresting were the Afro styles for men and
women featuring authentic African prints.
During the week, there was a Black Arts Show
and plays including, “Kiss My Black Ass"
The film “Prelude to Revolution” was also
shown. Climaxing the activities was a per¬
formance by comedian, Dick Gregory, and
















To be united and to establish a unity is the
major role of the University of Puget Sound's
Black Student Union.
An active organization at UPS, the BSU spon¬
sored many money making activities and










their activities, the BSU





Spring Weekend, an annual tradition, pro¬
vides a time for parents, friends, and pro ¬
spective students to view the UPS campus.
This year it included Greek Day, something
new, which added an afternoon of compe¬
tition amongthe living groups.
Friday evening, songfest was held in the Field
House with the announcement of May Queen
and Ugly Man made during the evening. An
all-school dance sponsored by the BSU and
a kegger in the fraternity complex concluded
the day 's activities. Starting at noon on Sat¬
urday, living groups competed in such ac¬
tivities as a greased pole climb, a spinach





Amongthe Greek Day activities was a three legged race.













Ken McManus rejoices over his victory in the Spinach eating contest.
The girls got their chance to "chow down", too.
A Little Less
Formal This Year
Sunday there was an impromptu
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Tom Leavitt proposes University policy to the Board of Trustees.
Students at UPS and at colleges and univer¬
sities across the nation reacted with deeply
mixed emotions as President Nixon orderec
US troops into Cambodia and four students
at Kent State U. were killed by National
Guardsmen. These feelings were reflectec
by the indecision as to which course of ac ¬
tion should be taken. More than one million
students, faculty members, and adminis
trators decided to go on strike.
In the city of Tacoma, there was a mass ral
ly and peace march through the downtowr
area to Wright’s Park. About 1,000 persons
participated in the rally which ended with
a guerilla theatre skit performed at the park
ASB president, Tom Leavitt, commented
“this was the first time many of us can re
member that they did publically say anything














“A Flea In Her Ear” by George Feydeau is a
marvelously funny comedy . Its plot con¬
cerns certain very amorous misadventures
among the highly respected French upper-
middle class society. As the play begins,
Madame Chandel’s suspicions of her hus¬
band’s infidelity are confirmed with the
arrival of a parcel, addressed to him from
the Hotel Coq d’Or. And as Lucienne says,
the Hotel certainly ‘‘isn't the Christian Sci¬
ence Reading Room.”
Events complicate themselves the day Victor
Emanuel receives a letter from a mysterious
admirer asking him if he is ready to join her
in committing a folly! A revolving bed, rheu¬
matic uncle, a husband who looks like the
hotel porter, and Camille, that ‘‘innocent
little bit of fluff caught up in a whirlwind,”
are essential parts of this delightful play di¬















Students found that the art sale was just in time for last
minute Christmas shopping.
Kittredge Art Gallery underwent its annual
transformation on December 5 and 6, when
the pot and print sale was conducted. Over
1,000 pots and prints of all varieties were
on display for students and the general
public to admire and purchase.
Thirty ceramics students devoted much of
their time first semester to the production
of these mugs, vases, bowls, lamp bases,
etc. Often working twenty-four hours a day,
potters receive instruction and inspiration
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“ Apathy among the students,” is the com¬
mon hue and cry raised by candidates each
year as election time arrives. But annually
the students at UPS do manage to elect a
new set of leaders who carry their duties
well. Organizing and over-seeing the elec¬
tions is an organization known as the elec¬
tions committee.
Dr. Heppe is advisor to the five member
elections committee. It is their responsi¬
bility to coordinate election procedure in
all ASB elections. Publicity, determining,
eligilibity, making sure rules are followed,
counting ballots, and posting the results
are among their tasks. The committee also
coordinates the elections banquet held in
the spring where the new ASB officers are
announced.
Brian Thompson accepts his new
ASUPS post, 1st vice-president.
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Above left: John O’Melveny, out going president, reflecting his
completed office. Above: Judy Lawrence was elected as ASUPS
secretary in one of the closest election races. Left: Students














Members of the Arnold Air Society are, Left to Right, Back Row:
Rick Morgan, Chuck Austin, Ed Horne, Doug Boughal; Second
Row:, Kim Kaiser, Jay Sprenger, Rix Patton, Richard Morgan,
Jack Daniels; Third Row: Bob McKulla, Pete Burres, George Heu-
ston, Dan Mathews, Cliff Call , Rob Brady; Front Row: Brady Fos¬









Angel Flight: Front Row: Sherry Normile, Flolley Brooks, Charlotte Kanda, Lynn Ervin, Kris Kosa.Second Row: Kathy Caraher, Rhonda Ghylin, Vicki Lien, Carol Cross, Beth Fidian, Ginny Clausen,Third Row: Pam FHarris, Carolyn Morrison, Char Amazaki, Lois Ann Yee, Betsey Ellerbrook, PamTyler, Linda Cameron, Marjorie Herbert, Advisor Major W. Dean Hunter. Not Pictured: Sue Bona,
Sue Hamstrom, Chris Harron.
The Arnold Air Society is an honorary pro¬
fessional service organization open to select¬
ed AFROTCcadets at U.PS.
Professional because of the established in¬
tent of its members to become officers in
the USAF, Arnold Air Society is a service
organization because of methods in fulfill¬
ing its mission.
Members sponsor Angel Flight, the Honor
Guard, and support activities such as the
area and national conclaves, the High
School Senior Day and Campus tours. The
Angels participate in visitations to Madigan
Army Hospital and act as hostesses for all
home Basketball games. Both honoraries
participate in social gathering such as din-
ing-in-ceremonies and dinner dances.
im
Above: Dr. Thompson accepts the flag from Bob McKulla, representing ROTC. Below Left:













Mildred Magnusen is president of this
group of swimmers.
• i. •.
Members of the Silver Seals are from Left to Right: Rhonda Walk¬
er, Christine Cross, Marilyn Patton, Wendy St. John, Mildred























The familiar star formation as performed by the Silver Seals.
Silver Seals is the collegiate women’s
synchronized swimming group. Tryouts
are held each fall to select members for the
group. Swimming experience at the inter¬
mediate level is the only requirement.
Techniques of water ballet are taught and
practiced one night each week. A small
group of girls this year, they were unable
to have their annual spring show. Members
have attended workshops, however, and
the group was hopeful for more interest in
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Since his election as President of the Uni¬
versity in 1942, Dr. R. Franklin Thompson
has multiplied the endowment fund seven
times. This year Dr . Thompson’s goal was
to raise one million dollars in funds to renno -
vate Howarth Hall, add to the scholarship
funds, and pay off old debts.
“Doc T” spends mornings consulting with
students, faculty, and administrators, and
afternoons soliciting funds. On the responsi¬
bility of maintaining the goals of the Univer¬
sity Dr. Thompson stated, “One must always
be interested in academic excellence, in the
improvement of faculty, in the development
of those programs which will benefit students
in the best way possible.”
At rest in his home, “Doc T” catches
upon what's going on.
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Means Many Things. . .
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*BOARD OF TRUSTEES - From right to left: Dale Baily* . W. Flowarth
Meadowcroft, Thomas Sinclair*, Richard Dale Smith*, R. Frank¬lin Thompson, W. Gerard Banks*, Troy Strong, Wade Garland
(retired), Jack Tuell , Charles Floltzinger , Norton Clapp (chair¬
man), Donald Jaenicke, Lon Hoover, J. Henry Ernst, James Dol-
liver, L. Evert Landon, A. E. Saunders, Charles B. Zittel, Merton
Elliott, Paul B. Hanawalt, and Gerrit Vander Ende. (*not membersof the board).



















ACTING DEAN OF THE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Thomas Sinclair
ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN










. . . Rules and Regulations . . . .
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DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
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of Existence;. . .
At the table, left to right: Dr. Bauer. John O’Melveny, Don Harris.
. . . A Composite of






Discussing, left to right: Dean Smith, the











At table, left to right: John O’Melveny, Don






































































































Dr. Bauer. Honors Director
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nMajor Walter D. HunterLt. Col. Martin Phillips
R
Aerospace Science was orgainzed as a de¬
partment at U.P.S. in 1951. The curriculum
is concentrated into three major areas: A
general military course, professional offi¬
cers course, and field training courses. Of
added interest to the program is their flight
instruction and Angel Flight programs. Stu¬
dents who complete the Air Force ROTC
program are commissioned as 2nd lieuten¬
















Home Economics majors have the oppor¬
tunity to join Pi Phi Nu or the Home Econom¬
ics Club as extra curricular activities. In ad¬
dition to awarding scholarships, Home Eco¬
nomics majors participate in an annual work¬


























Recognized as a profession for fifty years,
U.P.S. included the School of Occupational
Therapy in 1944. Occupational Therapy is
best described as, “the employment of pur¬
poseful activities in treatment for the re¬
habilitation of physically and emotionally
disabled persons.” Majors help persons of
all ages from the surrounding community
as part of their class work. Graduates enter












Margaret Blanchard Betty Hayden
Atsuko Chitose Martha Kelly
Susan Hauck Martha Lynn Mann
A potential carpenter finds that occupational therapy requires
all kinds of skills.
J 103
Joann J. Pullen Andrew Shaw Cynthia Shaw Carmen Stalter Bonnie Jean Vance Wendy Wilkens
4Donald Acheson Darlene Allen Thomas Anderson Dr. Joseph Dolan
1
AitA
Dr. Theodore Harris Dr. Milton Hoyt
Mrs. Allen passes out extra material to interested education students
%




The School of Education provides under¬
graduate students with instruction courses
and actual experience that qualifies them as
teachers in Washington or other states. Cur¬
rently in the process of reorganizing the
department, emphasis is being focused on
involvement with the children and the es¬
tablishment of a media center. Offering
courses in both undergraduate and graduate
study, the Education Department is one of







Larry Clairborne Dorine Davis Melanie Ackerman Georgia B.Adams BarbaraAllen Susan L. BonaAnne M. Box Arlene Brown D. Brown Sharon ChunNancy J. Doolittle Marilee DuFresne Nancy Fisher Nancy Fleenor
s? AIh i
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Sittingin a circlestimulates classroom discussion.
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Colleen Littlejohn Eileen Massart Sachika Nakayama
Kathleen McAuliffe Carrol Miller Janice Noonan
Susan McKnight Jacqueline Minkove Martha Oberst
fM*wflB fli *LY *%
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Jean Hand Esther Henry Charlotte Jeffery
Pam Harris Shelley Hill Rosemary LaRue
Penelope Hennessy Margaret Hincks Carol Lentz
Questioning looks appear on the faces of future teachers as they listen














With a little assistance, Chuck Foy discovers a new fact about computer programming.
£ & mn m *
Barbara Owens Gretchen Sandquist Martin Tamayo Kristin WaknitzPhyllis Porter Cynthia Sherrow BeverlyUlrich FredWedebergMarion Price Susan Siebert
Glennyce Rediger Karolyn Sorensen








Janna Roderick is absorbed to the point of





F. Carlton Ball Francis Chubb
4.
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The Department of Art offers classes concentrating in
art history, print making, art education, painting,
sculpture, or ceramics. In combination with the history
Department, a special winterim course, The Baroque
Era and Design was offered this year. The Art Depart¬
ment sponsers professional exhibits each month in
Kitridge Gallery. Graduates with a Fine Arts major
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The Physical Education Department offers
courses designed to prepare students for
teaching, coaching, or careers as recreation¬
al supervisors. The aim of the department is
to help students understand the values of










Claudia Bech Vivienne Blunk Randy Brooks
Robert Hunt Susan Rachel Merklin JimMeyerhoff
NOT PICTURED: Gary Fultz, Dennis Hill ¬
ings, Robert Lucey, Paul Marchant, Lyndon






Dr. Tommy Goleeke Mrs. Ilona Herlinger
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The Department of Music sponsors, in addi¬
tion to an extensive curriculum, a number of
co-curricular activities both choral and
instrumental. Members of the Adelphian
Concert Choir participated in their third
overseas concert tour this spring traveling
throughout Europe, Most graduates go into
public school music although some enter¬
tain as professional performers.
1 41








































Productions of “As You Like It”, “ Spoon
River Anthology’’, and “Frosh One Acts”
showed the diversity of talent in the Speech
and Drama Department.
The Speech and Drama Department offers
an exciting curriculum for B.A. in Public
Speaking, Speech Sciences; Drama, Radio





Dr. Wilbur Basinger Thomas Manning
I
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Gary Peterson Thomas Somerville
Candace Campbell
David H. Locey










Dr. LeRoy Annis J. Raymond Berry Ralph Corkrum
112
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Dennis Mclnteer Dr. Kosemary Van Arsdal
Studies in all areas of literature from Chau¬
cer to contemporary authors are included
in the curriculum of the English Department.
Winterim offerings provided students with
an opportunity for travel either on a cultural
tour of Greece and Crete or Great Britain.
Graduate-level seminars in English and
American literature help students solve
problems in research and survey.
H. 1— i i*k wiitfnwifffWff
NOT PICTURED: Wilma Eads, Elsie Eagerlin, Gary Johnson, Kath¬ryn Landon, James Lyles, Kenneth McManus, Janet Normile,James Reid, William Reid, Barbara Reynolds, Roy Uhl, Vicki Val-dens.












Otto G. Bachimunt Mrs. Renate Hodges
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The Language Department offers courses
in Greek, Latin, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, Russian, and Spanish. Students
participating in the semester abroad pro¬
gram appreciate the language laboratory
which allows them to gain proficiency in



























Dr. Paul H. Heppe
Miss Karen Ristvet
An empty room makes a good place for Kathy Liberto to study.
Three different areas of study are emphasized in the Political
Science Department; a major can be obtained in any one. These
are political science, international relations, or public adminis¬
tration.
Working with state legislators in Olympia or discovering the
Canadian political system were special programs offered by the
political science department this year. Majors enter the teaching

























\ Joyce Gardner Donald Harris
David Gaskill Sharlene Harai
Larry Hall Harold Hughes
Hand on hip, Dr. Paul Heppe appraises a student 's comment.
Jonathan Ng’eno gestures with his chalk as he verbalizes in
class.
i
Andrea Huss David Lichtenwaiter Robert Matthews
At Commencement Bay Campus Mark Adriance and John Wingfield utilize
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Dr.Brewster Coulter Walter Lowrie
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The History Department aims to give its
majors a fundamental understanding of the
world in which they live. A student majoring
in history focuses his attention on one of
two areas of the curriculum, either American
or European History. Graduates may enter
the teaching profession, work for the
government, or join the Peace Corps.

































Kathy Johnson Lee Paulson Gary Seguin








A freshman girl openly yawns in one of her classes.
Emphasizing his point with a pencil, Dr. Brewster Coulter lectures a history class.






Dr. Richard B. Hartley Dr . Terrence Fromong
>
Dr. Theodore Sterling




The department of Psychology offers
a wide range of courses leading to a
psychology B.A.. Majors are encouraged
to elect courses in biology sciences in¬
cluding anatomy, physiology and genetics
to give them needed background for
advanced technical psychology training.
Psychology draws the students’






















Dr. Hartley jokes with Ted Groves
/





Among the aims of the Philosophy
Department are to establish a good
balance among various aspects of
philosophical study including the
formal-logical, human values (ethics,
aesthetics, and religion). Majors usually
enter the teaching profession, however
philosophy provides a good basis for
many careers that don’t require
graduate work.
r.







The Department of Religion aims to make
the Christian Religion an integral part of
its student 's lives and to guide them in
their understanding of all the world's
religion. Graduates may go on to seminary
schools and prepare for the ministry,
enter the field of Christian Education,
or teach religion in the universities.
i
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Dr, Hans Rosenthal Jeff Smith
William Bafus. Jr
Dr . Homer Hamner
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Economics
Surrounded by students. Professor Combs stops for a question.
With 500 majors this year, the School of
Business Administration and Economics is
one of the largest departments on campus.
Creating an understanding of the business
and economic institutions in a system of pri¬
vate enterprise is the main objective of the
department. To attain a well-rounded educa¬
tion, students are required to include fifteen




Gerald Neil Catherine ScottHarold Lant
Business





Donald Agney Roger Anunsen Larry Barlow Virginia Bartram Ronald Basso Leonard Bird
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Relaxing between classes, business majors stand
in the archway of McIntyre.
With their 500 majors this year, the
School of Business Administration and
Economics was one of the largest de¬
partments on campus. Creating an un¬
derstanding of the business and econom¬
ic institutions in a system of private
enterprise is the main objective of the
department. In order to attain a well-
rounded education, B.A . students are
required to include fifteen courses out¬
side of their major. An exchange pro¬
gram with Holland and business intern¬





NicolaasBIok Frank Coen Emmanual Paul Fischler GregGarner Robert Haines Clive HumbleJean Debrot Doultremont Ronald Flansburg Bradford Gee Mike Hanberg Shun IwasakiTom Delaney Jim Dupree Dennis Fulton Regina Glenn Andrew Hoover Jan JansenRobert Fewell
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Thomas Milligan James Morris William Orthman Roy J. Polley Dr. John Prins
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Relaxing in an easy chair, Professor William Baarsma listens







David Lindstrom Larry McKulla Baltazar Manibog Bruce May
William Lovin Bill MacPherson Don Mansfield Anton Merkel
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David Novak Michael Petersen
Edward Omland Stephen Petersen
Robert Pearson Stephen Pettibone



























Tom Reynolds takes a rest from readingthe Trail.
Wm. Sargent Henri Spook Cynthia Trapp
John Sharp Steven Steinman Signo Uddenberg
Lawrence Skidmore Bruce Sternke J. Van de Calseljde
Robert Spidle Steven Tiberg Jacobus Van der
Maas
Dr. John Prins grips the
podium, as he prepares
for another class.
-
William Keller Boyd Williams John Wolfard
Richard Wilson Chuck Woodcock
Charles Yotter
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Jim Bernstein finds quiet for concentrated study
n Thompson Hall
Sociology
Anthropology courses are included in the
curriculum of those who major in sociology.
The Sociology Department offers a law
enforcement education program which
gives persons employed in the criminal
justice system the opportunity for a college
education. Graduates in this area of study
are involved in social work, counseling, or
employed by governmental agencies.
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Linda Cameron Patricia Clark Sandra L. Fyfe Patricia Gallaher
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Bradford Robinson Susan Warren
Kathleen Seaton Charlene Yamasaki
Kathy Hawks, Nancy Simmons, and
Gary Seguin concentrate on U S. History.
am









































A broad study program of plant and animal
life is offered in the Biology Department.
Students had the opportunity this year to
learn about the effects of drugs, pollution,
microbial fermentation, or Hawaiian marine
biology during the winterim. Students who
have majored in biology are prepared for
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Dr. Curtis Mehlhaff Dr. Keith D.Berry
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Thompson Hall labs are where many
science majors spend long hours in
experimentation and investigation.
Students majoring in chemistry may select
either the elective curriculum which pro¬
vides a background for further study , or the
prescribed curriculum which is designed
for those who have chosen chemistry as a
vocation. Chemistry majors will gain experi¬
ence in all laboratory arts including such
skills as glassblowing.
Geology
David Fulton Becky Jones
1
Dr. Norman K. Anderson Dr. J. Stewart Lowther Miss Ann Moen
Abdulaotlsin Banami
The Geology Department combines the
areas of biology, chemistry, mathematics,
and physics. Students who graduate with a
major in geology have spent part of their
time studying exclusively in this area, but
have spent equal amounts of time earning
credits in science, math, social studies, and
humanities. Many studentsgo on to graduate











The Mathematics Department prepares
students for teaching at the high school
level, computer work, or graduate study.
A winterim course of special interest this
year was Gambling and Games.
Working in chemistry lab, Debbie
Harris finds something to laugh
about with a fellow student.
Pigeon-toed. Robin
Butterfield stands at the
corner of Jones Hall
commenting on thestate of
























slaves over his studies.












Dr. Z.F. Danes Dr. Bert E. Brown
Loren Holmes
Courses offered by the Department of Physical
Sciences are designed to prepare students for
graduate work in Physics and related fields such
as Astronomy, Engineering, Geophysics, Ocea¬
nography, and Space Sciences. Special activities
sponsored by the department include the Student
Physics Society, a Weather Station, and studies of
gravity and the earth.












Dr. Nelson shows one of many tools that is familiarto a student of Physics.
132
Med. Tech.































This year of 1970 was the first try-out of a
new idea— the Winterim approach to ed¬
ucation. There were many exciting courses
offered, and some not so exciting, but then
like everything new, the bugs had to be
ironed out .
It was a new experience for the campus as
a whole: finals coming before Christmas,
longer hours per week in the classroom for
a shorter semester in order to squeeze in
the extra month, intensified study for some,
boredom for others.
Some Winterim offerings left the campus,
such as trips to Canada to learn about
Canadian government, Hawaii for marine
biology, India for philosophy, and the
Mediterranean for a little culture. For those
with a little more in the way of funds, more
fun.
The drama Winterim course, one of the
more hard working classes, worked all day
and every day to present two plays, Marat
Sade and A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum.
One of the more interesting courses , play¬
fully called “Wintercourse,” was the course
offered by Dr. Hartley on Human Sexuality.
It was at least the most popular on campus-
on film and guest speaker days there was
standing room only.
Other offerings were Urban Studies, History
of Rock and Roll, Industrial Microbiology
(with trips to breweries among other places),
The Baroque Era, and one on gambling
and games of chance to mention a few.
Those left on campus during the interim
month found extra time on their hands, and
like those who are used to having every
moment filled with planning activities, found
themselves extremely bored watching
television, playing cards, or knitting. The
only planned activities of the month were
the Logger’s fine basketball games and the
plays offered by the drama Winterim course.
Problems with this year 's Winterim month
are being ironed out by the Winterim com¬
mittee, at press time already planning
changes for the next year.




























With theaid of trick photography the only two planned activities of the Winterim month are shown.
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Right: Song Queen. Peggy Price leads
a cheer. Below: Robin Butterfeild









rLively and inexhaustible best describes the
1969-70 rally squad. Keeping the school
spirit strong at all the games has been the
number one objective of the rally. Stickers
with "UPSpirit-Now"is an appropriate motto
for the squad. Throughout the year the rally
in their colorful green and gold outfits
cheered the team on to victory for a majority
of the games. Their activities this year in¬
cluded a trip to Sacramento for the game
against Sacramento State College. Forming
one of the most exciting events of the foot¬
ball season was the spirit train to Portland,
Oregon- taking all of the UPS rooters to the
game against Lewis and Clark College.
The rally squad welcomes the mighty Loggers onto the field. Right:





















A tense moment in the game against Hawaii.





Rally Spirit Keeps Loggers Ahead















Ross knocks down another pass
Busche (61), Hunt (74). Johnson (72). block while Botley (10) runs foryardage






















Long(12), Ness (71), Veitenheimer (70), and Brennan (84) move in to "KILL"


























Puget Sound Senior Loggers:










Points Scored, Career: 184
Most Field Goals, Game 3
Most Field Goals, Season: 10
Most Field Goals, Career: 27
Most Pats, Game: 7
Most Pats, Season: 32
Most Pats, Career: 103
Most Punts, Game: 13
Most Punts, Season: 76
Most Punts, Career: 194
Punting Yardage, Season: 2634
Punting Yardage, Career: 6988
Most Kickoffs,Game: i0
Most Kickoffs, Season: 54
Most Kickoffs, Career: 193
Kickoff Yardage, Game: 507
Kickoff Yardage, Season: 2907
Kickoff Yardage, Career: 10,295
Points Scored, Season 66
Touchdowns, Season: n
Touchdowns,Career: 21
Pass Receptions, Season: 60
Pass Receptions, Career: 123
Reception Yardage, Game: 205
Reception Yardage, Season: 992
Reception Yardage, Career: 1887
TOPass Receptions, Game: 4
TD Pass Receptions, Season: 11
TDPass Receptions, Career: 21
Pass Interceptions, Season: 8
Total Offense, Season: 1075
Total Offense, Career: 3118
Passing Yardage, Season: 966
Passing Yardage, Career: 2586
Passing Attempts:, Career: 375
Pass Completions, Career: 173
TD Passes, Season: 12
TD Passes, Career: 24
TD Passes, Game: 4
Rushing Yardage, Game: 243
Rushing Yardage, Season: 987
Rushing Attempts,Game: 38
Rushing Attempts, Season: 157
- Oint Scott, 1966-69
- Clint Scott vs.Portland State,1969
- Clint Scott, 1969- Clint Scott, 1966-69- Clint Scott vs.So.Oregon,1967
- Clint Scott, 1968
- Clint Scott, 1966-69- Clint Scott vs.Wn. Washington,1967
- Clint Scott,1967
- Clint Scott, 1966-69
-Clint Scott, 1967- Clint Scott, 1966-69
- Clint Scott vs. So.Oregon,1967
- Oint Scott, 1968
- dint Scott, 1966-69
- dint Scott VS. So. Oregon, 1967
- Oint Scott, 1968






- Dan Thurston vs. Hawaii, 1968
- Dan Thurston,1968- Dan Thurston,1966-69
- Dan Thurston vs. Hawaii, 1968
- Dan Thurston,1968
- Dan Thurston,1966-69- Dan Thurston,1966
Bob Botley, 1968
- Bob Botley, 1966-69- Bob Botley, 1968
- Bob Botley, 1966-69
- Bob Botley, 1966-69
- Bob Botley, 1966-69
- Bob Botley, 1968
- Bob Botley, 1966-69
- Bob Botley vs.Occidental, 1968
- Doug Whidden vs. Lewis &Clark,1969
- Doug Whidden,1969





















Ron Ness (71) and Rich Mayo (76) Tackles
Ron Bushe (61) Guard
Seniors Helped Establish
Or Tie 50 School Records
I






TEAM STANDINGS - 1969
Most yards gained - 3798 in 1969
Most yards rushing - 2368 in 1969
Best total offense - 422 per game in 1969
Best rushing offense - 263.1per game in 1969
Best punting average - 38.0 in 1969
Most points, game - 78 (UPS 44, Portland St. 34)
Most yards passing, game - 289 yards vs. Sacramento State *4 J k 1(fL
* v / kA!1mDave Kinkela (62) Guard
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Cason steps forthe sidelines




Defense - First team
Mike Long





Guard - Dave Kinkela
Halfback - Doug Whidden
Defense;
Tackle - Ron Ness
Middleguard - Bob Lucey
Honorable mention
Center - Jerry Meyerhoff
Defensive tackle - Rich Mayo
Offensive tackle - Bob Hunt
Linebacker - Roy Bogrand
Little All American
Second team
Guard - Dave Kinkela
Honorable Mention
Middleguard - Bob Lucey
Halfback - Doug Whidden
r
%
Cain stretches for the
ball














































The Centenial year of football in the nation
vas one of mixed emotions for UPS Loggers.
3uget Sound ranked nationally in a pre-
leason Sports Illustrated issue, missed an-
)ther Camellia Bowl bid by playing, what the
;ommittee called, were “teams not compe-
ant enough to prove UPS’s worth to attend,"
tnd terminated a fine senior season.
Sequent chants from the crowd such as
‘You can’t stop that Logger machine,” and
‘Impede their forward progress," repre¬
sented spectator enthusiasm. Spirit for the
oggers was not to be disappointed as they
snded the hundreth year of football by cap-
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Mayerhoff (50): Gary Brown (33) recovers the fumble.
Dave McKim (73), along with Dan Devlin (£j
Ryan’s Loggers Held Out \\
to End Season 7-2 •
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nd Scott Smith (60) plug up the line. Leading pass-interceptor Andy Lofton with another one.
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The University of Puget Sound wrestlers
finished off their 1969-70 season with the
best record the team has seen. With an
11-2 and 2 season, the UPS grapplers lost
twice to the Oregon College of Education,
and tied with Warner Pacific and Pacific
colleges. The Logger wrestlers “shutout”
George Fox college by beating them 44 to
0. The Logger team had a full schedule
this year, beginning with a wrestling tourna¬
ment held on UPS’s home ground, followed
by a full 15 match schedule.
The Pre-season tournament , first of its
kind in the northwest and UPS’s history,
proved to be worthwhile, with UPS wrestlers
taking second in the tournament. Placing
for the Logger wrestlers were, Jim Kidrick
and Randy Brooks inspirational wrestlers
of the tournament, and Jim Meyerhoff . Both
Jims were the only Logger wrestlers to take
a first place in the tourney. Taking second
on the team was Heavyweight Bob Hunt ,
at third place was Brett Cook, and Rod
Schaaf at 191.










Jim Meyerhoff shows his best move.
The Logger wrestlers were led by four
seniors, Bob Hunt (unlimited),
Jim Meyerhoff (154), Randy Brooks
(150), and Doug Whidden (191).
Other members were JC transfer,
Jim Kidrick (138), and freshmen
Tim McGuire (124), Doug Silvernaill
(145), Brett Cook (168), Steve
Walsh (191), and Rod Schaaf
(191) . . Schaaf, however was a
“ pussy wrestler,” injurying himself





Jim Kidrick waits for the signal to start.
J l
UPS Wrestler turns
head over heels to win.
Wrestling
-v
Coach Payne in a tense
moment.









Looking for a possible pin, Doug Silvernail leg rides his opponent.
Matmen Efforts Pay Off:
Four UPS Grapplers
Make National Contest






Neal Gray starts the last round, looking a little beat.
UPS wrestlers were represented in Nationals
at Ashland College, Ohio by four Loggers:
Jim Kidrick, 134; Randy Brooks, 145; Jim
Meyerhoff, 154; and Bob Hunt, unlimited.
None of the Logger matmen made it after
the first round; the men were handicapped
with mats in two buildings, forcing compet¬
itors to run back and forth through heavy
snowfall .
Attending Nationals was a victory for Hunt
and Meyerhoff. After competing as sopho¬
mores, they spent endless hours with school
officials to keep the sport going. This year







Moving an unlimited amount of pounds can even be a strain on another heavy weight.
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Mike Jordan shoots over Sac. St. in the Western Regional.
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87-62 St. Martin’s College 72-78 Los Angeles St,
63-58 Eastern Wn. St. College 110-69 Humboldt St. College
68-49 Gonzaga University 85-60 U. of Montana
74-64 Sea. Pacific College 65-45 U. of Redlands
87-76 St. Martin's College 96-73 Hardin-Simmons U.
91-81 U. of Portland 102-63 Parsons College
91-71 Cal. Poly (SLO) 70-58 Pac. Lutheran U.
84-60 U. of Calif. (Davis) 112-59 U. of Alaska
56-47 Sea. Pacific College 102-83 Portland St. U.
90-95 Trinity U. (Texas) OT 75-69 Sea, Pacific College
65-66 Hardin-Simmons U. 100-74 St. Martin 's College
96-71 Portland St. U. 86-78 Pac. Lutheran U.
99-64 U. of Portland 67-62: Sacramento St. College
83 -75 Fresno St. College 72-83 U. of Calif. (Riverside)
NAME G FG-EGA PCT. FT-FTA PCT. RB A TP A;
Ed Huston 27 220-419 52.5 62-87 71.3 132 60 502 1:
Charles Lowery 28 159-337 47.2 86-149 57.7 171 56 404 1|
Tom Delaney 26 105-225 46.7 105-135 77.7 175 32 315 li
Mike Jordan 28 121-276 43.8 68-111 61.3 255 41 310 r
Mike Bourn 28 111-221 50.2 23-47 48.9 177 47 245
Howard Clark 28 96-193 49.7 39-69 56.5 225 26 241
Dan Bogrand 28 35-85 29.4 74-95 77.9 45 55 124
Chet Hovde 24 27-51 52.9 18-28 64.3 17 34 72
EdHorne 17 19-39 48.7 8-10 80.0 33 4 46
Jan Jewett 14 17-33 51.5 11-15 73.3 18 5 45
Gary Hopkins 16 9-19 47.7 14-22 63.6 22 3 32
Chuck Althauser 11 8-10 80.0 2-3 66.7 8 3 18
Dave Beba 8 1-4 25.0 2-2 100.0 4 2 4
UPS 28 918-1902 48.3 512-773 66.2 1488 368 2348
OPPONENTS 28 724-1875 38.6 443-663 66.8 1148 207 1893











The University of Puget Sound basketball team this
year had a series of downs and ups. The Logger Cagers
reached from a low national press ranking of twelfth
place in small college basketbail all the way to a fourth
place national ranking.
The Loggers earned their national rating with the talent
displayed on the court; the hot shooting of Ed Huston
and Charles Lowery and with the height of Senior How¬
ard Clark. Running the team in his second outstanding
year asbasketball coach was Don Zech. ln the past two
seasons he has had two nationally ranked teams. With
Huston and Lowery returning along with Tom Delaney
and several others Coach Zech and the Puget Sound
team are headed for another nationally ranked season.
The Loggers went into the Western Regional playoffs,
small college division, with a 23-3 win-loss record.
After winning their first game, a stumbling block, in
the form of an extremely strong University of California
at Redlands, got in their way. The second night of play ¬
offs Redlands rallied to the Logger defeat and went on
to the National tournament to take second place.
Seansonal honors were awarded to Charled Lowery,
honorable mention All American NCAA College Division;
Ed Huston, first team, and Charles Lowery, Third team
All-West Coast NCAA College Division; and Ed Huston,
first team, Charles Lowery, Howard Clark, Tom Delaney
Honorable mention Little All-Northwest.
Mike Jordan and Tom Delaney both grab rebound against Parsons College.











Chet Hovde (14) f ?/-•'# I5^>
Seniors: the
Height and Strength of ‘69’-‘70
/JJ
Howard Clark (54)






Ed Huston (40) jumps high to check a Cowboy shot.
Showdown:
Deep in the Heart
of Tacoma
One of most interesting and exciting games
this season was between Hardin Simmons
University and the University of Puget
Sound. The Loggers beat the Cowboys in
Texas by one point. This loss set the stage
for the return game held in Tacoma. The
Loggers beat the Cowboys going away (96-
73).







Tom Delaney puts the moves to Hardin-Simmons University .




























Members of the victorious team are: Coach 7ech, Mike Jordan,
Charles Lowry, Dan Bogrand, Ed Huston, Chet Hovde, Tom
LOGGERS VICTORIOUS
The Daffodil Classic for
three consecutive years!










Delaney, Mike Bourn, Howard Clark, Ed Horne, Gary Hopkins,
Jan Jewitt, Ass’t. Coach Jim Harney.








Mike Jordan (51), the Classic 's M.V.P. moves against St. Martin’s.
Coach Zech receives the first place trophy.
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“ The Sound”
Makes the Boom in
NW Basketball
Chet Hovde (15) throws up another shot.
Delaney (44) shoots, while Huston, Lowery, and Clarkline up for the rebound.








UPS Rugby Club heels the ball backthrough the University of Washington scrum.
Rugby Club: Has Rough Season
The Rugby Club played this year in the Inter¬
collegiate Rugby Union. Foes included such
schools as Oregon, University of Washington,
and Oregon State University.
The team, captained by Chuck Lenfesty and
Paul Schmidt, started its pre-season
schedule on a happy note by crushing the
Huskies 12-6 at Baker Stadium. However
the team found it difficult to win after this
game as the physical size of the State
schools took its toll in injurys and the club
only had a nucleous of about 20 men to draw
from.
The members of the club this year proved
that it is possible to compete against large
public schools simply by being armed with
the desire to play the sport of Rugby. The
club members, many of whom learned the
sport only this year, are a real tribute to the
philosophy of Rugby and good represent¬
atives of the University of Puget Sound on
the athletic field.











"This is more fun than playing".










Jan Johnson ledthe Indees to the Football championship.
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Running a mile to further UPS track points (above)













Followthrough in Kinkela's javelin throw (above)
Senior Dave Kinkela throws the javelin in UPS meet (below)
















Seattle Pacific 94,UPS 51
Simon Fraser 88,UPS 46
Pacific Lutheran 96,UPS 48
Southern Oregon 95,UPS 65,Oregon Tech 19
Eastern Washington 151, Boise State 95 ,WSU 69,UPS65 V2
Central Washington 128,UPS 11
Despite several outstanding individual perform¬
ances, the UPS track team lacked depth and failed
to win a dual meet. Javelin thrower Larry Thompson
was credited with the top effort of the year with a
school record of 214-feet, 10-inches against PLU.
Larry placed sixth nationally at the St. Paul, Min¬
nesota NCAA College Division Track Championships,
tossing 211-feet, six inches.
Best showing by the team came at the annual Martih
Relays in Walla Walla where the Loggers finished a
strong fourth among nine entrants with 65 Vi points.
UPS took second place in a triangular meet with
Southern Oregon College and Oregon Tech.
Four year letterman Bob Hunt makes his last put for UPS (above)























The University of Puget Sound crew team,
rowed in several big meets this season.
One of those meets was held up in Van¬
couver, British Columbia, against the Uni¬
versity of British Columbia, Pacific Lu-
thern University, and the University of
Washington frosh team. Out of this field
of contestants our UPS team was able to
take a third place. Later in the season
both the Pacific Lutheran and the U of W
frosh team competed in the National col¬
legiate rowing competition. From this can
be seen the kind of competition the Puget
Sound team has to compete against.
The UPS crew team did well, placing third
in a number of meets in the course of the
rowing season. The rowing popularity at
UPS increased which was evident by the
increase in rowers filling the shells,
increase in rowers fillingthe shells.
Crew at the University is an upcoming
sport that has been getting bigger every
year. With the interest that has been
shown crew at UPS will see other com¬
petitive years.
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The tennis team at the University of Puget
Sound had another fine season this year.
They had a number of matches throughout
the State, playing both small colleges and
Junior Colleges. Also with the sudden new
interest in tennis this year, the team was able
to put forth some very qualified doubles and
singles. The tennis team was under the fine
directorship of Coach Paul Walrof.
Brian Berg goes deep in the corner to return the ball.
Tennis Fun


























West Region, but . . . .
1970 marked another winning season for the Logger
nihe. Disappointment was added as selection for a
berth in the NCAA West Regional Tournament was
awarded and then snatched away. However, Coach
Magee's team was a young one, which improved
greatly as the season wore on. With most of the team
returning Loggers have a good chance to repeat
their 1969 achievement as West Regional champions
and fourth in nationals.
r





Dave Beba pitches down the tunnel to the batter .
. . . . Selection Committee
Changes Decision.























Sophomore sensation Craig Caskey led the
Logger batteries in pitching an outstanding
9-3 season. His losses were all by one-run
scores: 2-1, 2-1, and 1-0. Caskey whiffed 113
batters in 103 innings, including one 15-
inning decision over Oregon College, in which
he sent down 28.
Logger star Dave Chambers was drafted for
a crack at pro baseball at season’s end.
Senior catcher Fred Wedeberg led Logger
hitters with a .365 average.





The Logger win-loss record of 17 wins, 10
losses tells only part of the season’s story.
UPS won 14 and lost only 5 games to college
division teams, and were able to score 3
wins to 5 losses against university division
teams. Three of the five losses were 2-1
decisions, against Portland State, University













1970 UPS Baseball Results
17 wins, 10 losses
UPS-Opp.
2-10 Eastern Washington State College
14-0 Montana State University
3-2 Idaho University
2-5 Eastern Washington State College
9-3 Central Washington




4-2 Oregon College of Education
8-1 Oregon College of Education
1-2 Portland State University
3-7 Portland State University
2-0 Western Washington State College
7-1 St. Martin’s College
10-3 St.Martin’s College
4-3 Oregon College of Education (15 innings)
4-2 Seattle Pacific College
3-0 Seattle Pacific College
2-4 Pacific Lutheran University
3-1 Portland State University
3-9 Portland State University
11-0 St.Martin's College
12-2 St. Martin’s College
1-0 Western Washington (12 innings)
1-2 Oregon University
1-2 Oregon State University (10 innings)













PLAYER GP AB H AVE. R RBI HR SB
Fred Wederberg 27 85 31 .365 14 16 3 6Chuck Last 27 94 28 .298 15 13 1 6Fred Bullert 26 81 24 .296 10 15 0 6GregMcCollum 27 82 21 .259 18 13 2 9Bill Flecker 18 25 6 .240 8 0 0 3Joe Kolby 27 89 20, .225 13 5 0 3Jim Berg 21 56 12 .215 6 8 0 2Dave Berg 7 20 4 .200 1 1 0 0Rick Fabiani 15 36 6 .167 6 1 0 1Larry Flenry 12 18 3 .66 2 2 0 0Craig Caskey 13 39 6 .154 0 2 0 0Barrie Heathcote 11 24 3 .125 5 3 1 1Don Bechtel 1 1 0 .000 0 0 0 0Bob Fisher 4 3 0 000 0 0 0 0Gary Flopkins 2 2 0 .000 0 0 0 0Mark Leander 4 3 0 .000 1 0 0 0Dave Chambers 27 89 22 .247 14 13 5 10
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Jack McGee:
Prime Mover Behind the Successes
of Puget Sound Nine Over the Years.








A Year of Fierce







Bobby Jo Cason fools a rookie and gives Beta Theta Pi another 2 points; Basket¬
ball was the major sport during winter .
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. . .Beta’s Top the Lot;





Beta Jimm Berstein eyes the basket for two.
The Men’s Intramural trophy this year was
won by Beta Theta Pi fraternity with a total
of 317 points, IIV2 points over second place
Phi Delta Theta. Third place was occupied by
Sigma Nu with 272^2 points, followed bySigma Chi with 264. Further rankings were in
order: Phi Gamma Delta, Sigma Alpha Ep¬
silon, Off-Campus Independents, Todd Hall,
Theta Chi, and Kappa Sigma. Newly formed
teams this year were a second Off -Campus
team, placing first in basketball with an 11-0
record, but joining too late for over-all scor¬
ing, and a Commencement Bay Campus
team.
Championships in events were achieved by:
Phi Delta Theta, football; Off-Campus team
#2, basketball (for official scoring Phi Delta
Theta and Sigma Chi tied); Phi Delta Theta,
volleyball; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, swimming;
Sigma Nu, wrestling; Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
skiing; Off-Campus #1, bowling; Phi Delta
Theta, golf; Beta Theta Pi, track; and Sigma
Chi, slow-pitch softball.
Head of Men’s Intramurals this year was Nick
Sinnott, under the guidance of the athletic
department. Men’s Intramurals, sponsored
by the A .S.U.P.S. and the field house ath¬
letic budget, offers all male students of good
standing the opportunity to participate in
athletics. Varsity sports participants are. not
allowed to play in intramurals to keep the
competition fair and equal.
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity:
Gain Men’s Intramural Trophy
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Doug Roscoe stroking through the pool
Logger Swim Team:
This year Logger swimmers were able to place seven
all-American swimmers in the National swim meet.
Freshman swimmer Steve Lougee captured three
All-American titles, the most for the Loggers as
All -American in the 500, 1650, and 800 free style.
Steve was the only Logger this season to place in the
individual events. Other Puget Sound All -Americans
were Kim Lathrop, Bill Martin, Pete Hamilton, and
Jim Tonellato, in the 400 meter relay. All -Americans
in the 800 meter relay were James Tonellato, Pete
Hamilton, Dave Voss, and Steve Lougee. In the 400
medley relay we had four more All -Americans, with
Ron Payne, Bill Martin, Pete Hamilton, and Kim
Lathrop.
Kim Lathrop taking a rest from a fast race
High board back dive by Mike
Placed Tenth Place
in National Meet














Official scorers table watch the competition
UPS's lone diver this year was Mike Chamberlin, a
freshman in his first year at diving. In high school
as well as college, Mike has set out to make a fine
show of himself. Practicing every day to develop
form and style.
Another freshman, Steve Lougee, All-American in
three events, broke seven varsity records this sea¬
son. The team as a whole broke eleven of the existing
fifteen varsity records.
Kim Lathrop in winning form.
Preparing for the start
Strokesmen Make Honors
— 11 Varsity Records Fall
Swimmer Russ Andavall comingthrough in competition
-
hJ
Steve Lougee and Doug Hilleron , with Dave Voss in the background,
resting after the meet .

















Above: Swimmers take their marks to ready for the race. Lower Left: Diver
Mike Chamberlin going straight down. Lower Right: Official watches to make






A Fine Season —
to be Proud of!
The University of Puget Sound swim team,
under the coaching of Don Duncan, came
through with another fine swim season. The
Loggers led under captains Bill Martin and Jim
Otness became the tenth best swim team in the
Nation, for small colleges. Logger swimmers
swam to a eight win and three loss record for
the season. Their only losses were to the Simon
Frazer swim team, Occidental swim team, and
to the Oregon State swim team. While some of
the Loggers most successful meets were a-
gainst PLU, Oregon College of Tech., and Cali¬
fornia College of Technology. UPS also won the
Central Washington State College Relays, mak¬
ing us the best small college swim team in the
Northwest .
Vi





Left to Right: John Knighton, Paul Marchant, Jim Speer, Jack Donnell , and Kevin Collins.
Cross Country Team
Completes Its 2nd Year
The UPS Cross Country team had its share
of problems. Due to injuries it was unable to
consistently have five men on the starting
line for the beginning of each race. The team
ran in three meets this year, two against PLU
and the other against Western State College.
Members of the team were Coach-runner
Paul Marchant, Jim Speer , Jack Donnell,
John Knighton, Kevin Collins, Bill Goss, and
Cliff Chaffee. Most inspirational and ded¬
icated runner was freshman Jim Speer.
With an increased turn-out expected for next
year and more meets the UPS Cross Country
team has a good chance of reversing this
years performance.
Happiness is runningthrough thetrees.
T * yrr:y * * •
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Jack Donnell shows the stress of the rugged Nordic events.
Logger Skiers:
Control Slopes
1st Team All-Conference, Sara Eaton, presents style
and grace in her event.





















Dick Pattison shows why he was chosen to the All-Conference 1st team Alpine.
The UPS Ski team, member of the newly
formed 22 school Northwest Collegiate Ski
Conference completed its most successful
year. In the first meet of the year in Big Bend,
Oregon, the Loggers finished second out of
13 schools just one tenth of a point behind
the University of Oregon. The next week
they were second again at a Crystal Mount¬
ain Meet. Versatile Dick Pattison swept the
meet and brought home the coveted Ski-
meister trophy. UPS took all 1st places in
all events to win the Olympic College Invi¬
tational. Against arch rival PLU in their In¬
vitational Meet the Loggers got the trophies
but lost the combined total to PLU on a
mathematical error. The Loggers, they tried,
could not finish above third in the Mt. Baker
Meet and fourth in the Mt. Hood Southern
Championship. Finally, the season ended
after many team injuries with Loggers fin¬
ishing third in the Daffodil Ski Classic.
The team was coached by Major Hunter,
Mr. Acheson and Dr. Z.F. Danes. Two-year-letterman, Rooks Olson, bearly misses the pole in the downhill.
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DIRECTOR OF HOUSING Mr. Larry Nelson






Mrs. Margaret Donaldson - South Dorm










Independence for independents... Mrs. Betty Foxley - Tenzler
1Gayle Hardman - Harrington
t























Mrs. Mary Buckles - Schiff Hall Mrs. Virginia Creech - Regester
Harrington
i
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Ji^HA|=Er^ A jaf^Connie Archer Susan Arita Cheryl Beall Laurel BollCandace Brown Sidne Brown Kathy Brownell Kathy BuddAlona Gallipo Margaret Gish Sue GivenPaula Hitchcock Sara Hopkins Linda Hunter
<
"Okay. I sing best in the shower, anyway!’










Vicki Jahn Cammy Jones Charlotte Kanda Pat Kihara
MerlyneKobayashi Carol Lentz Jan Lindstrom NancyMadden
Marsha Mann Cynthia Marshall Margie Mescher Ann Moseley
Margaret Newman Nancy Nickelson Martha Oberst Linda O'Keefe
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TODD HALL: we can’t be ugly
except to those who don’t understand.
/















4PitelKenEcker Mark Ervin Mark Ford Bob French
Moving in is a big job.

















































Nora Rogers Dennis Sarsfieldmam
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Linda Moore Barbara Murdaugh
Cheryl Roffe Jim Runkel
V17 '^ . i 'i M V
Lorene Johnson Brooks King Clare Kunitsugu Sara Lohse
















Commencement Bay Campus — the Manor
House, where upperclassmen engage in
independent study; the Carriage House
where a film-making experiment was con¬
ducted; and the Language House, a co -ed
dorm— is one of the newer innovations to
the U.P.S. community. Dr . Albertson, pro¬
gram director of C.B.C., coordinated trips
to the Seattle Rep, Victoria, B .C., and to Mt.
Rainier.
*
Robin Drey Robin Elliot
Suzanne Herzotam Greg Hetrick





















Officers: standing - Anita Metcalf. Ann Davis; seated - Cookie
Ackerman, Mary Nielson.
Active in traditional campus events such as
Homecoming, Christmas Around Campus,
and Spring Weekend, the Alpha Phis par¬
ticipated in intramurals and had a busy
social calendar with the annual pledge,
Christmas and Spring dances. Raising money
for the National Heart Fund and sponsoring
a Korean orphan were sorority service
projects.
Members receiving honors this year were the
National Kappa Sigma Stardust Queen, Phi
Delt Goddess, two Little Sisters of Minerva,
Homecoming Queen, Daisy Mae, AWS pres¬
ident, cheer leader, six members in Angel
Flight, and two Adelphians. Alpha Phis hon¬
ored a few men on campus who they felt







Delegate Tom Levitt talks with Alpha Phi;























































































































Virginia Bartram Margaret Blaine Annette Broughton Arlene Brown Debbie Bush Diane Chun Cindy Cone Barbara Cousins
Ruth Davis Micki Dodge TerryEicher ConnieGuhike Jean Hand Becky Harris Mary Hart DianeHenry
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Kathy Martin Eileen Massart
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Chi 0’s enjoy an exciting intramural football game.
Twenty-three pledges joined Chi Omega
sorority after a busy week of parties for the
rushees. As the school year started, the Chi
0’s revealed a wide range of interests by
their involvement in many aspects of uni¬
versity life. Awarded first place in the trike
race during Homecoming, they also par¬
ticipated in Logger Day and Spring Weekend.
Members belong to various campus organi¬
zations including Chips, Adelphians, Mad¬
rigals, Angel Flight , Silver Seals, University
Theater, and International Club.
The chapter donated extra clothing to
Remann Hall and provided Christmas gifts
for patients at Western State Hospital as
their service projects this year. Social
activities highlighting the year included the
pledge dance, Christmas Gold Ball, Spring
Dinner Dance, Founders’ Day Banquets,
and fraternity exchanges throughout the
year. The women of Chi Omega enjoyed a





Edie Raseli Karen Ricketts Cheryl Ripley









DELTA DELTA DELTA Holds
Common Bonds of Friendship
£5Qijv ML 3
Linda Brigham Janis Bumps Sue Carder Gail Cochran
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Delta Delta Delta began the year by taking a
large pledge class of twenty-eight members.
A busy post-pledging week included their
annual trip to the Puyallup Fair and a retreat.
Participation in traditional campus activities
began with Homecoming, and the Tri Delts
received the spirit award for the sixth con¬
secutive year. With members in Adelphians,
Madrigals, Mortar Board, Spurs, Spires,
Angel Flight, drama, student-faculty com¬
mittees, a delegate-at-large, and the Tamana-
was editor, the Tri Delts maintained their
diversity of interests. Delta Delta Delta is
especially proud of three members named
to Who’s Who and two Little Sisters of
Minerva.
Chapter functions were both fun anc
philanthropic this year. The annual pledge
Christmas, Valentine, and Spring dinner
dances were coupled to exchanges with the
fraternities. Special functions this year
were taking Hilltop area children trick-or-
treating with the Sigma Nus and the Christ
mas Pine Party where food was collectec
for needy families in the Tacoma area. The
chapter also announces a scholarship
award each spring.
Delta Delta Delta determines to acknowledge
and promote individuality among their
members, and yet to maintain the common
bonds of friendship.
Officers: Kneeling - Kay Robertson, Andrea Dirkes, president; Donna Fuller; Stand¬
ing - Mary Palo, Chris Noble, Becky Austell, and Gail Cochran.
h.









Robin Hummel Andrea Dirkes Huss
Kathy Johnson Janji Kochrian
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Will somebody please get that dog out of the way ?










































Officers: Seated— Wendy McNelly, Betty Hayden. Sue Mathiasen; Standing— Susan
Davis, Nancy Fisher, Randi Jones, and Mardi Hodi.












Is Still Going Strong
With thirty-three new members this year,
the Gamma Phis had a busy, exciting year.
The new pledges were very active as they
began the fall semester with a pledge sneak
to Alcoholics Anonymous, held their “ Age
of Aquarius” pledge dance and sponsored
many parties fortheir actives.
In addition to participation in intramural
sports, Gamma Phis are involved in Chips,
Mortar Board, Splinters, Spires, Spurs,
Adelphians, Angel Flight, UPS-Tacoma
Symphony, and Public Affairs Forum. An
active social life includes Christmas and
Spring dances, exchanges with fraternities,
and other functions.
Sponsoring a foster child in India, making
puppets for underprivileged youngsters,
and providing gifts to mentally retarded
children, the Gamma Phis look to an even
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Marilyn Sterbick Mary Smith Jennifer Snyder
Nancy Souther Chris Waknitz Barbara Warner


































Thetas play intramural football game against Tri Deltas.
*













Cathy Henderson Cheri Herdman
Francie Huhndorf Carol Huser
Shelley Hill Julie Hockett
Claire Mason
Teresa Kobleski Charlotte Leu




Mary Gleason enjoys a moment of tranquility.









Officers: Bev Ulrich, pres. Cheri Herdman, Sue Warren, and Marilyn Parker .
1917 is the national centennial year for the
women of Kappa Alpha Theta. The chapter
on campus is represented by members in
Who’s Who, AWS national officer, ASUPS
secretary, Little Sisters of Minerva, and Sig¬
ma Nu White Rose Queen. Thetas are active
participants in women’s intramural sports
competition as well as other school organi¬
zations. These include Spurs, Mortar Board,
Angel Flight, Chips, Rally, and Student
Faculty committees.
Pre-rush activities during the summer
months, formal rush week, and a brief
informal rush after school started added
thirty pledges to their membership. A busy
social calendar began with their annual
pledge dance. Informal functions with the
fraternities were scheduled throughout
the year along with an orphan party, Christ¬
mas dance, and Spring formal . A special
service project, conducted through the State
Welfare Department, was adopting elderly
women in the community .
Developing the social, intellectual, and
moral integrity of each member is the goal








































Kathy Roeder Blanche Sayama Cynthia Shenon Sharon Shea Joan Spessard Cheryl Stewart Marci Swim Sherrill Thomas






Officers:Cathy Vertrees,President,Marjorie Herbert, Sue Hamstrom, Jan Halgren, and Kathy Chambers.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA Leads An Active Year
Four juniors and twenty-three freshmen
girls joined Kappa Kappa Gamma after a
very successful fall rush. Joining with the
other active members, the Kappas all
participated enthusiastically in Homecoming
activities such as the trike race and the spirit
parade; Christmas-Around Campus; Spring
Weekend; and women’s intramurals.
In addition to informal exchanges with the
fraternities, the chapter activities include
pledge dance, pumpkin caroling, Christmas
and spring formals, and a special breakfast
and party to honor the seniors. Sponsoring
a Bluebird troop throughout the school
year and raising money for a kidney fund
are special service projects the chapter
supports.
Especially proud to have members in Angel
Flight, Adelphians, Silver Seals, Spurs, and
the Theta Chi Dream Girl, the women of
Kappa Kappa Gamma show a real diversity
of interests. In the future, they hope to
become better acquainted with sister fra¬
ternities on campuses throughout the United
States.
Helen Connor SueFehler Becky Finkbiner
-K
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Claudia Bech Caryl Byrne Linda Collins Margaret Dufresne
Marie Benn BonnieBetts Deb Burton Andrea Carlson


















































Betsy Jones tearfully greets a new pledge.
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SuePeringer Jorja Peterson Shelley Skaggs
Jill Smith Jennifer Sprando Kathleen Sroufe























Gail Anderson Chris Aronson Laurie Banks Brenda Bodmer Sue Bona
mft 1*r.
Monday night dinner together.













Nancy Doolittle Donna Driver
Molly Sue Freck SaraGeddes Shirley Glaubke
Ronda Ghylin Carolyn Griggs Janet Gormley
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Kaye Hall Margee Hansen Jean Harkness
Esther Henry Kay Hermsted Sue Irwin
Molly Hathaway
Paula Keizur
Taking twenty-five pledges this fall, the Pi
Phis began a busy, fun-filled year. Active in
traditional campus events, various organi¬
zations, and participating in intramural and
some varsity sports, Pi Phi members have
received many honors. These include:
four members in Mortar Board, three in
Phi Beta, Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, four
Little Sisters of Minerva, and five members in
Angel Flight.
Chapter activities this year included the visit
of a national officer in the spring. The annual
pledge dance, Slave Labor Day, Christmas
and Valentine dances, and the Golden
Arrow dinner-dance were events to remem¬
ber. Pi Phis donated the money raised on
Slave Labor Day to their national philan¬
thropy. Taking Thanksgiving baskets to
needy Tacoma families, and sponsoring an
American Indian foster child are also
included in their activities.
Future goals of Pi Beta Phi are to con¬
tinue their academic emphasis, to foster
new friendships, and to make “ fraternity”





















TrishOhlson Pam Olson 219



















Bette Tregoriing helps Lynn Thom¬

























Pi Phi’s cheer their trike -racer on
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SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
LITLE SISTERS OF MINERVA
Front Row: Carol Parcheta. Garri Ann Rowe, Laun Heinz, Jane Schneider Back Row Susie
Robinson, Anne Osborne, Lucy DeYoung, Carol Bialkowsky. Peggy Price. Sally Estlow. Kathy










































































Dave Ail Larry Benaroya Jim Bernstein Dave Carroll
John Collins Brett Cook Chris Craney Dave DavisSteve Dawson Jean Jacques Debrot Bud Dennison Randy Fuller
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The Betas at their annual Christmas Dance.
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Dave Hagerman Joe Hammond
Bill Harper Donald Harris
Bill Hedges Larry Hutchinson
3teve Klein George Lamb Eric Lamby Chuck Lenfesty Bill Martin
Gordon Martin David McCormick Barry Mesher Ron Ness Nick Parker
Adding 22 new members during fall rush,
the Betas began a busy, active year. Tra¬
ditional chapter functions were held in¬
cluding a pajama dance, Christmas formal
Yard Party, Mothers Club Banquet, and
Spring Weekend in Oregon. During the fall
and again at Christmas the men of Beta
Theta Pi visited orphaned children in Ta¬
coma.
A diversity of interests is exemplified in
the members. They participate in I.F.C.,
University Council, faculty-advisory board,
Homecoming, and Spring Weekend. This
year at Homecoming the Betas won the
spirit trophy again as well as taking first
place honors in the trike race. Participation
in all intramurals and many varsity sports
is important to the Betas.
Maintaining a strong interior base within
the fraternity and conducting more interplay
with the university at large is the aim of the





We're a bit crowded in the Beta House








Hutch, you take the ribbon and run.
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KAPPA SIGMA Has Added a Feminine Touch
to the House. . .
A remodling job on the basement of the
Kappa Sigma house included the addition
of a new bar. The house conducted a very
successful rush this fall taking a large pledge
class of 23 members. The entire chapter
enjoyed many functions in their newly
decorated house. These included a Hell’s
Angel Dance, Homecoming Cocktail Party,
toga, and many exchanges with the sorori¬
ties. The Black and White Formal held in
Vancouver, B.C. climaxed the year with
the announcement of the Stardust Queen.
This year 's queen, Sally Strayer, was selected
as the National Sweetheart of Kappa Sigma.
Unique to Epsilon Lambda chapter this year
was mascot, Samantha (Sam). Sam is












Russel Andavall PatAnunsen Roger Anunsen
Tom Brown Roger Bump Lance Butler













John Knighton Bill Lincoln
Dave McKim Martin Morse
. Samantha
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Officers: Rick Aeschleman, Don Rammage, Dave McKim. Brad Weller, and GregGarner, president.
Bruce Uppinghouse Larry Vanlaningham Bud Webster B.J. Weller
BobWesterman Steve Westerberg Charles Wolsborn Steve Zimmerman
Mealtime
That ball goes into the corner.
9
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Officers: Dan Devlin. Jay Kreimer, Bill Katica. Jack Saad. Pres. Rick Stockstad, Darell Johnson. and Duncan Hadden.
PHI DELTA THETA:
“Jocks” the Year Out.r sM
s
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Phi Delts lounge on Sigma Chi porch.
Rich Basnau Bob Boyd
Mike Chamberlin Doug Davis































































Phi Delts dig Kathy Caraher.




Summer rush activities were abundant with
the Phi Delt house this year. They held
functions in Seattle, Tacoma, Vashon Island,
Lake Oswego , and Salem. Fifteen new
pledges were taken into the house during
fall rush. The chapter actively participated
in all campus events including intramural
sports, Homecoming, Logger Day, and
Spring Weekend. Varsity athletics involve
many members. There were 14 members
on the football team, and others participated
in track, swimming, baseball, wrestling,
basketball, ski and golf teams. The house
claimed two Little All Americans, a swimmer
and a football player. One member was
named to Who’s Who. Chapter functions
include the annual Roaring Twenties dance
with the Thetas, a pledge dance with the
Tri Delts, Christmas dance, Pirate Party,
and the annual Goddess Ball . Community
Service Day in the Spring and a Christmas
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It ’s true this home has ten million souls,
some are living in a mansion ,
some are living in a hole:
Yet there’s a place for all of us, young man.























John Adams Chuck Althauser Steve Anderson James Brown Dave Casteel Frank Coen
Emmanuel D’Oultremont RodDutton Tom Elsey TomFelnagle Brady Foster Karl Giske
Bill Daniels
Jeff Grace
Sigma Alpha Epsilon began the year with
their usual spirit and enthusiasm. They had
a successful rush taking 19 pledges. Adding
their support to all school activities from
Homecoming to Songfest in the Spring,'
the “Slugs” are well known on campus.
Members participate in all intramural and
many varsity sports.
The house is proud of two cheerleaders,
two members selected as All-American
swimmers, and the Freshman class presi¬
dent .
Chapter functions include the Embalmer’s
Ball, Little Sister Rush and the Little Sister
Ball, and the Spring Luau. Washington
Gamma Chapter participates in many ser¬
vice projects including the muscular dystro¬
phy drive, Unicef, and the Big Brother pro¬
gram.
With the lion as their faithful mascot, the
men of Sigma Alpha Epsilon look to the
future with confidence as they continue to
meet the needs of the times and uphold the
high traditions of S. A.E.









Officers: Craig Mendenhall, Bob Reider, Pres. Tom Felnagle, Pete Hamilton.
Don Perry, and Gra Neher.
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Winning makes it all worthwhile.
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O.K.. who painted the lion this time?
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Duncan Landreth Robert Mathews Terry McCasland
Charles McNeil CraigMendenhall Steve Merley













The SAE’s in an intramural game.
J
dr.*/Scott Urling Jaap VanErk John Wallace
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Jim Otness Don Perry
Bob Reider Marv Ross
Steve Sears Scott Sherwood
Jerry Stewart Dan Sypher













Officers: Grant Mittelstaedt, Jon Armstrong, pres. Terry Hart.





















Scott Christensen Marc Christainson








Jeff Kelly Jaap Kramer
Brad Kronshnable Rodger Lake




Thesix ball In thecorner pocket.
During the past year, Sigma Chi has been
involved in every aspect of campus life.
In the field of leadership, a “ Sig" was again
selected as ASB president. The Sigs also
boast the Public Affairs Forum chairman,
and Chaple Committee chairman. Athletics
also draw a lot of interest at the Sigma Chi
Flouse. Intramural competition and six
varsity sports involve Sig members. The
most valuable track member and captain of
the ski team were Sigma Chis.
Busy throughout the year, the Sigma Chis
began rush preparations in the summer with
several rush functions including an exciting
day of hydroplane racing. They pledged
21new members.
Chapter activities include sponsoring Hallo¬
ween and Christmas parties for orphans,
the White Rose Serenade, Sweetheart Ball,
and Derby Day. In the future, the Sigma
Chi’s will strive to maintain their diversified






Jerry Morgan Jim Neidigh Mike McCloskey Scott McDonald
Richard Pattison Rix Patton Dale Nordell Bill Pande
PeteRebstock Royal Roles Robert Randolph Ned Rawn



















Larry Thompson Tom Vandercook Ko Van der Maas Robert VanGelter NickVeroske




























School officially begins each year with the
watermelon bust and dance sponsored by
Sigma Nu fraternity . After fall rush, the
Sigma Nu’s began their busy year . Partici¬
pating in all intramurals as well as varsity
football , basketball, swimming, and wres¬
tling kept the "Snakes" involved in campus
life. Social activities included the selection
of White Rose Queen at the White Rose
Dance, the annual beer run, and exchanges
with the sororities. A special service pro¬
ject this year was to take Hill top area child¬
ren trick-or-treating on Halloween with
the Tri Delts.
Concerned with all phases of university life,
the Sigma Nus occupy positions of leader¬
ship in the school . These include, ASB vice
president, chairman of Artist and Lectures,
Junior Class Senator , Circle K Knights presi¬
dent, and members on University Council
and the Faculty-Senate Advisory Committee,
Innovative and receptive to changes, the
Sigma Nu’s stress individual achievement
and freedom in all areas of university life.
Phil Abott
Lain Black
Lindsay Bemis Larry Beye Steve Bissett
DickBoushey Tom Coffey Dean Edwards
Sigma Nu’s support their

























Jim Nelson welcomes the pledges.
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Swing!— Sigma Nus add a little life to a game of softball.
W =4 * *4F K tL; Kv **X* *!m£*£mvJules MichelBill Scroggs Jim NeupertErnie Smith Roger NybergSteve Steinman Bob PetersSteve Thompson DougPiersonFrank Veitenheimer Jay ReitelJoe Wanaweser












iValAmbuehl DaleBennetTomBergerson DougBoughalCarl Carmichael Steven Caskey
Rah-Rah, Ripple!
THETA CHIS Play a Major Role in
Maintaining Campus Spirit.















Theta Chis stand-by in preparation for new pledges.
Following an active summer rush in three
states, the Theta Chi’s began the fall se¬
mester with a pledge class of 20 members.
Theta Chi’s were involved in many campus
groups including Arnold Air Society, Chop¬
pers, Alpha Kappa Psi, University Band,
Circle K Knights, and University Theatre.
Members competed in all intramural sports
and many varsity sports including Crew,
football and swimming.
Highlighting a busy year was the Dream Girl
Ball held at Rosario Resort in the San Juan
Islands. Other activities included a Jungle
Dance, Lewis Dinner Dance, and Patty
Murphy Dance. Theta Chi 's also hosted
winetasters, firesides, and other exchanges
with the sororities.
Contributions made to the Cancer Society
were raised by selling apples at the foot¬
ball games. Children ’s dorms at Remann Hall
were repainted by the Theta Chi’s this year .
Future plans for the chapter are to remodel
the interior of the house and to continue
to make contributions to the university
maintaining an outstanding academic
record.
Theta Chis traditionally






Kevin Collins John Fargason Steven Glenn Rick Griffith







Harold Hughes Solomon Kahoohalahala Kim Lathrop
Fred McMillan Lin Miller Mike Monger











































































Business Manager . Evert Slijper
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r
Editor in Chief , Linda Wallis
The 1970 TAMANAWAS staff had two goals this year
in preparing the book for publication. One goal was
to present a book journalistically well-done, and the
other, on time. The theme of the book developed
around the never-ending search for an indentity,
which seemingly “catches-up” every student
during his “ four years . " Hopefully, the reader can
find empathy with this search.
In order to give extended coverage of the campus
as a whole the book had to be increased to 344
pages— so, if your book seems heavier this year,
you know why. We think you will find in your 1970
TAMANAWAS effective use of color, more uniformity
greater coverage, and better copy. Enjoy it.















Sports Editor . Henry Johnson and his assistant Rod Schaaf
bm
* wUw
*%/9*Upper left: Photo Editors, Jon Hersh. Phil Abbot. Photographers: Upper right: Ed
Galen, Mario Straus. Center: Paul Fischler, Gray Thompson. Bottom: John O'Melveny,
Sheila Mullen, John Collins.
TAMANAWAS - Search
for Identity
Copy Editor Cheri Kennedy and Academics Editor Vicki Lien
Index Editor & typist Sue Miller
Activities Editor, Sue Marino and Living










MANAGING EDITOR Dick Walsh
FEATURE EDITOR Phyllis Scheiffele
NEWS EDITOR Sue Haas
COPY EDITOR Jonelle Schad
SPORTS EDITOR Fred Bullert
ADVISOR Dr. LeRoy Annis
BUSINESS MANAGER and
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR . . . Keith Haushahn
OFFICE SECRETARY . . Sarah Combs








Kathy Pfau, Assistant Layout Editor and Sue Haas,
News Editorr
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This year the TRAIL added the facilities of
College Press Service. One feature of this
affiliation was the Telex wire service, which
allowed it and KUPS to receive and send
fast-breaking news. A major aid was the pur¬
chase of an IBM type-setting computer
system. While the IBM system will make
possible long term budget economies, the
primary benefit has been a reduction of typo¬
graphical errors, and newer, more pleasing
type styles.
The basic philosophy of the TRAIL was: "To
present information and viewpoints that
wouldn’t otherwise be available to the stu¬
dents." In support of this the newspaper
covered extensively the transformation of
the governmental structure of UPS. The
Trail Forum, a series of personal essays by
members of the University Community, was
initiated. The University ’s effort to examine
itself was reflected in the printing of the re¬
ports of the task forces of the Long Range
Planning Commission.
The Divisions of the liberal arts college were
featured in special supplements. Students
in each division were challenged by the
opportunity to write and produce the major
portion of each supplement. Also examined
were innovative approaches to university
education.
Over the next few years the paper seeks to
maintain a stable financial base, provide for
staff continuity, and become more inde¬
pendent of student government .
TRAIL Advisor . Dr. Annis shown here
assisting the Sports Editor, Fred
Bullert 253
KUPS is the student-owned, run and oriented
radio station at UPS. Centering their oper¬
ations in room 213 of the SUB, KUPS broad¬
casts to the entire UPS campus. During this
past year, the station has enlarged its format
from straight music to coverage of news and
sports. Programmed music ranges from
hard rock to lyrical ballads. The staff for this
year included:
Chuck Brigham - Station Man¬
ager; Cherie Chandler - Asst.
Manager; Toni Sowers - News
Editor; Disc Jockeys - Todd
Benjamen, Ed Galen, Chris
Gentry, Tom Lesson, Doug
Wheeler , Trish Olson, Dave
Griffith, Bill Taylor. Arne
Skoog, Chuck Wheeler, Rich
Holub, Phil Haas, Bob Ran¬
dolph and Jan Osborn.
2*
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Seen here are: Chuck Brigham, the Station Manager, and Cherie Chandler, the
Assistant Station Manager.
KUPS Rocks the Campus . .
Toni Sowers, KUPS News Editor , seems to be enjoying her news captions
Rich Holub. Bill Goss, Phil Maas, Program Ed.. Bob
















Sometimes the work even
seems like a party, seen
here enjoying the broad¬
cast are: Todd Benjamen,
Ed Galen, Chris Gentry,
in front , are: Dave Griffith.,
Doug Wheeler and Trish
Ohlson.
Disc Jockeys pictured below are: Chuck Wheeler . Rob Gloyd, Bill Taylor and Arnie Skoog. .
KUPS' Chief Engineer.



















Roger Anunsen. Sue Carder . Ed Galen , and Don Harris.
Betty Hayden and Carol Cross
Nancy Stevenson and Al Kiest; Anita Helle and Rix Patten. Jean Peterson and Dick Walsh .
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Brian Thompson. Scotty Smith. Regina Glenn, and Cheri Herdman
Twenty-eight from UPS
Listed in Who’s Who
This year twenty-eight UPS students will
appear in Who's Who in American Colleges
and Universities. A new method of selection
was used this year, on the UPS campus. Stu¬
dents interested in receiving this honor
petitioned for it. All petitions were reviewed
by the ASUPS executive officers and a com¬
mittee of representatives from various cam¬
pus groups. From the individual petitions,
the committee made selections and these
were recommended to the national organiza¬
tion. All students recommended by our com¬
mittee were placed in the national Who's
Who listing.
The students selected and honored are
thought to show potential in scholarship,
leadership, or citizenship.
Curtis Stoval, Melanie Ackerman, and Tod Mc-
Kelvy, Bob Hunt.
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Blue and green outfits identify the members
of the girls’ social and spirit club, Chips. Con¬
sisting of about fifty girls, Chips represent
each living group on campus. Their activities
include: selling megaphones, attending all
home games, conducting tours of the cam¬
pus, and singing at the school banquets.
Their officers include: President, Dianna
Jackson; Secretary, Mary Hall; Treasurer,
Jan Hancock: Publicity Chairman, Carol






Logger spirit comes in many
forms . The Chopper and
Chip spirit kegger is one.
At keg: Brady Foster. Clockwise:
Kent Pearse, Bob Schwarz,
Bill Hedges, Doug McMullen,
George Agner, Sally Strayer.
The Chips in their blue and green uniforms carry Logger spirit
to each game. Pictured here are, Row one: Cindy Clement, Susie
Davis, Betsy Ellerbrook, Lynne Kelso, Deborah Bush. Julie Wood-
head, Lee Paulsen, Cathy Harman, Diana Jackson. Row two:
Chris Harris, Mary Hall, Mrs. Solie, Micki Dodge, Cathy Murphy,
Char Amazaki, Kathy Martin, Cindy Marshall, Becky Austell, Annie
Osborne, Pam Tyler .
'




Choppers Choppers, Mens spirit group can be seen yelling and spreading spirits at each UPS game. Picturedfrom left to right, back to front are: John Codington, Steve Dawson, Chuck Lenfesty, Dave Davis
and Jeff Groce. Paul Robinson, Jim Rudsit. Bill Katica, Bruce Sternke, Paul Dibble and Dave Hammer-
strom. Don Harris, Ed Galen, Charlie Raines, Jim Grimes, Jeff Schnoor, Rod Dutton, Craig Menden¬
hall, and George Agner, John Engdahl, Craig Larson. Steve Andre, Jeff Arakaki, Chuck Woodcock,






men spirit group is














*Outside row: Garda Griswald, Nancy Carmody, Shirley Braine, Shirley Glaubke, Merle Harris, Rondi Jones, Terry
Selden, Connie Gulki, Mrs. MacDonald, Sharon Ryan, Joan Raymond, Joanne Bracken, Nancy Nichelson, Margie
Widdifield, Jennie Snyder, Judy Carlson. Inside left: Carlotte Leu, Cathy Vertrees, Helen Conan, Cathy Graff,
Char Anders. Inside right: Rooks Olson, Cathy Brownell, Vicki Lien, Cherie Kennedy, Janice Hoshedi, Dana
Jeffrey.







“ S for spirit; P for pep;
U for unity; R for rep. . . ”
Spurs serve the university in many ways
throughout the year. In their blue and gold
uniforms, they are seen helping with regis¬
tration, ushering at plays, and working with
ASUPS on elections and other activities.
Mrs. MacDonald, as new advisor, helped the
Spurs plan their activities including the
Regional Convention, Spur-o-grams, Pro¬
ject Concern, and tapping new members at
the Spring Banquet. A busy, active sopho¬
more year awaits those 32 new members as
they practice living up to their motto “ Serv¬
ice with a smile.”








Circle K Knights, now a local organization,
encourages membership among sophomore
men from all living groups on campus. As a
service honorary, Knights work on elections,
assist at ASUPS activities, usher at sports
events and concerts, and campaigned for
the March of Dimes.
During the fall semester they enjoyed a
spaghetti dinner with the Spurs and the two
groups decided to have more joint activities.
These included sponsoring a dance held in
the Sub, decorating Jones Hall for Christ¬
mas, and raising money for Project Concern.
Knights:
Sophomore men’s honorary
















Left to right: Christie Neu, Rebecca Perkins, Betsy Jones, and Carol Cross
Not pictured: Julie Wieland, Kit Me Carthy and Lynn Irvin
Panhellenic is an official organization with
elected representatives from each sorority
on the campus. They conduct formal rush
during the fall, helping the rushees and regu¬
lating policies among the sororities. Activi¬
ties during the year were conducted with
IFC and included sponsoring an all school
dance, Tuesday night movies featuring cele-
braties such as W.C. Fields, and helping in
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Panhellenic President Carol Cross
and I.F.C. Promote Good
Intrafraternity Relations
T
Left to right: Ernie Smith, Bill Daniels, and Pres. Roger Anunsen
Intrafraternity council meets Monday after¬
noons to discuss current affairs among the
fraternities. This year IFC sponsored several
Tuesday night movies with Panhellenic and
conducted a very successful fund-raising
campaign for Muscular Dystrophy . Spring
Weekend was also supported as one of
IFC's activities.










The ASUPS took a new and constructive
direction this year, with the main emphasize
on student involvement in faculty, adminis¬
trative and trustee affairs. The year started
with students being named to the Academic
Senate and all of its standing committees.
It continued with the establishment of the
Long-Range Planning Commission and its
Task Forces to develop a long range plan for
the University, and eventually the establish¬
ment of the University Council - the primary
policy making body of the University.
For the first time in the history of the
school, a closed mass student meeting was
called to ask the students what direction
student government should take. Out of
the mass student meeting evolved a proposal
to restructure the Board of Trustees and a
Dean of Students position .
With all of this happening to the total Uni¬
versity Community, new things were also
happening in the internal workings of ASUPS
-- Artist and Lectures was again restructed
ASB funds helped sponsor Hans Rosenwald
as an Artist in Residence, and Leadership
conferences changed into Coffee Hours with
the Trustees.




ASUPS President John O’Melveny








* Second Vice President Brian Thompsony
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above: Second Vice Pres, spring '69 Regina Glenn









































Pres. John O'Melveny confers with Prof . Karen Vialle before a meeting.
Meeting can be funny too.












Brian Thompson, second Vice President, takes over in O’Melveny’sabsence.



















Freshman Class Council, working with a
delegate from each living group on campus,
has concentrated their efforts in three
main areas: school projects, money-making,
and community.
Obtaining keys for freshmen women was
the Council’s first project. For Homecoming
they sponsored and built the fire in the
Fieldhouse parking lot. During the pre-
Christmas activity, the freshman class
decorated a tree for the Great Hall.
In the Spring, the freshman helped with the
March of Dimes drive and planned a car
wash for April. A freshman class retreat







A charity project maybe?
Back row: Tim Russell. Marita Richter, Dan Peterson, Suellen
Young, Debbie Turrill, Judy Tapfer, Mark Ervin; Front row: Cindy
Nelson, Dan Sypher- Sgt. at Arms, Lynn Peters- Secretary,
Marv Ross- President, Sally Crandall, Lynn Humphrey. Claire Ma¬
son, Not pictured- Stan Taylor- Vice President.
Publications Committee selects editors for
all UPS publications including the Trail,
Tamanawas, and Cross Currents. Three
faculty advisors on the committee assist the
persons selected to these positions. The
ASB president, first vice president, and sec¬
























University Council emerged as an official
organization on the UPS campus in Decem¬
ber during this school year. It was designed
to serve as a policy-making board with re¬
presentation from all members of the uni¬
versity. A special election was conducted to
elect the student members to the council.
Membership now includes the ASB president,
two student delegates, three faculty mem-- bers, two administrators, two trustees, an
alumnus, and Doctor Thompson.
Issues that have been discussed at the meet¬
ings this year include the atheletic and phy¬
sical education program, the potential pur¬
chasing of Commencement Bay Campus,
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Left to Right: Dean Sinclair ,
Gerrit Vande r Ende Chair¬









Larry LaPoint, chairman, nails a posterto a door.
Friday at Four









ASUPS Artist and Lecture series provides a
wide range of entertainment by bringing a
variety of prominent personalities to the
campus, featuring either interesting, di¬
verse speakers or popular performers. This
year Artist and Lecture sponsored the Three
Dog Night performance and Lou Rawls as
part of the Homecoming activities.
Friday at Four brings entertainment to the
students on weekends in Cellar 10 in the
Student Union Building. Campus talent and
popular coffee house circuit personalities
present singing, poetry , or comedy acts
beginning Friday afternoon and often con¬
tinuing for other performances.
Campus Film Review, another division of
Artist and Lecture, schedules current pop¬
ular movies which are presented to the stu¬















Flo Warner sangin CellarTen duringthe week of Homecoming.
275
Elections Committee
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Left to Right: Brian Thompson, Tod McKelvy, Judy Lawrence, Greg Brewis, and Ed
Galen.
“Apathy among the students,” is th<
common hue and cry raised by candidate:
each year as election time arrives. But an
nually the students at UPS do manage tc
elect a new set of leaders who carry thei
duties well. Organizing and over-seeing th<
elections is an organization known as th<
elections committee.
Dr. Heppe is advisor to the five membe
elections committee. It is their respons
ibility to coordinate elections procedure ir
all ASB elections. Publicity, determinin;
eligibility, making sure rules are followed
counting ballots, and posting the result:
are among their tasks. The committee alsc
coordinates the elections banquet held ir
the spring where the new ASB officers an
announced.
Student Activities Committee












The Students National Education Associ¬
ation acts as a sounding board for edu¬
cation students at UPS. By working with
the department directors needed changes
can be made, such as the revisement of
methods courses to make them more ef¬
fective. Some activities included hosting
the Childrens Education Convention in May
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Left to Right: Mary Karanzas- Vice President,








Rush function for music majors
Sigma Alpha lota, a national music sorority,
honors those students with majors or min¬
ors in music who have demonstrated high
scholastic achievement. Phi Beta is another
nationally recognized organization that
honors women who have excelled in music
or speech. Both groups encourage the tal¬
ents of their members by sponsoring and










Front Row: Donna Driver, Becky Harwood, Becky Harris; Back Row: Merle Harris, Carol Parchetta, Tammi Szerlip, Terry Eicher,
Claire Luiten. and Gail Anderson.
Mortar Board:
Mortar Board is not only an honorary for
Senior women with high scholarship, but
it is also made up of young women who
have shown leadership and service in the
college community. It is a small organiz¬
ation, rarely in the headlines, but it adds
another deminsion to our campus. Mortar
Board encourages the search for know¬
ledge in all its activities, two of which are
providing information on graduate schools
to juniors and seniors and sponsoring the
annual Regester Lecture.
Sailing Club invites anyone interested in
sailing to participate. Members learn sail
theory, terminology, and boating tech¬
niques. During the early fall and spring
months, members can practice their skills
using any oftheclubs three sail boats.
Two major changes in the club occurred
this year. Dr. Sprenger, who had devoted
much time to sailing club, died. Replacing
him as advisor was Dr. Kleyn. The club also
moved their boats from Gig Harbor to Amer¬
ican Lake. The C-Lark is presently moored
at the Tacoma Yacht Club.
Sailing Club has participated in yacht rac¬
ing competition and sailed in regadas with
the Collegiate Yacht Club.
An Honorary for
Senior Women

















House of Critics is a debate forum unique
to the UPS campus. It discusses topics of
relevant interest and a controversial nature.
Speakers are heard both pro and con on the
issue and then the audience is given the
opportunity to voice their opinions or ask
questions. Discussion is moderated by a
chairman, Mr. Speaker.
Topics of discussion this year included sex
education in the public schools, the suc¬
cessfulness of the Vietnam Moratorium, and
a debate among the ASUPS presidential
candidates.
Dr. Tim Hansen speaks in favo
House of
Involvement through


















University Faith Forum consists of small
number of volunteers who plan and co¬
ordinate events which stimulate dialogue
among faiths on campus. Activities this
year included an art exhibit, a film festival,
and thecovenant players.
Chapel committee is a “ brain trust ’’ of per¬
sons who meet irregularly to plan the dis¬
cussion of issues crucial to students.
Topics for this year centered around the
questions of survival, captivity, and mass
media.
Dr. Dan Kelleher, Director of Urban
Studies, Speaks on Mass Media and
Self Identity.
f
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Front row: Todd Benjamin,
Ed Galen, Middle: Mrs. Blau
Wendy Barde, Alice Selig, Vi¬
vian Gottheiner, Back: Rabbi
Rosenthal, Dave Ail, Jed Zidell,













Front row: Ellece Wells, Mr. Kane, Barbara Curry Back row: Nancy Madden. Steve Root, Jane
Flobbs
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Row One: Nancy Bradley, Terry Rushfeldt, Cindy Marshall; Row
Two: Jannelle Hoonan, Joyce Jansen, Roberta Demmer, Shirley
Pryer, Cammie Sequin, Bobbie Chapman, Mrs. Kratzberg.
Any girl who is interested in home eco¬
nomics can join the Home Ec Club. As a
service club, they sell mums during home¬
coming and have a fudge sale in the spring.
A special activity of the club is sponsoring
“Career night ’’ for high school students,




Front Row: Terry Rushfeldt, Cammie
Sequin, Pam Ripley, Nancy Bradley.
Row Two: Marsha Baskett, Miss Kratz¬


















Left to Right: Betty Hayden-liason, Su¬
san Hauck-Sec -Treas, Marsha Wilbur-
Vice President, Andy Shaw-President,
JoAnn Pullen-Treas, and Pam Sim¬
mons-Public ity Chairman.
All girls majoring in Occupational Therapy
are members of the O.T. Club. Activities
include Saturday afternoon visits to the
“home on the hill”, where members enter¬
tain kids of all ages living there. Upper
classmen also visit a clinic for the handi¬
capped and learn by observation and prac¬












Phi Sigma is the local chapter of a national
honor society organized to promote bio¬
logical research. Phi Sigma's nature changes
from semester to semester, as it must, to
keep up with the needs and desires of its
constantly changing, active membership
at the University. There were seven faculty
and fifteen student members.
A social program is organized to encourage
communication between members, espec¬
ially between students and faculty. Guest
speakers are invited to meetings, and the
society was actively engaged in an environ¬
mental program designed to educate local
citizens to local pollution problems.
-
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Row One: Delores Wagner, Jean Smith, Edith Albrict , Pat Grahn,
Dan ESIunk. Standing: Larry Henry, Charlie Raines, Tom Rappun,
Jim Mills, George Mills, President: Richard Taylor, Dr. Guilford,
Dale Petree, Dr. Herbert, and Dr , Alcorn Missing was George
Lamb-Vice President.
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The Society of Physics Students is a small,
but vital group here on campus. This year’s
activities included a trip to the Boeing B.S.
R.L. Lab., an annual kite flying contest and
the S.P.S. picnic.
We also enjoyed a number of interesting
films and speakers. Though the U.P.S.
society has definite and legitimate ties to
the national organization, we are a highly
individualized chapter. Non-dues-paying
physics students are welcome to all ac ¬
tivities, and informal, forum-like get to¬
gether are common and encouraged. In
the coming year we plan to expand our ac¬
tivities to include more field trips and per¬
haps some group research projects. Our
purpose then will be, as it is now, to provide
a socially and intellectually stimulating




Activity duringthe October Eclipse.









Row One, Right to Left: Richard Nord, Steve Boyd, Jim Smith. Sam Helgerson, Roger Matthees; Row Three: Al Bolinger, Glen
Bill Hopewell; RowTwo: Loren Holmes, Jerry Hines,JackTueller. Giethman, Marty Smith .
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Row one: Mildred Magnusen, Regina Glenn, Marjorie Mescher,
Row two: Janice Johnson, Lynette Irvin, Grace Kehl , Marianne
Nelson, Marjorie Wykoff, Row three; Randi Jones, Linda Tuefel,





Ben Hampson. Craig Cameron, Jim O'Rourke, and Marcus Herald at a busi¬
ness meeting.
Business majors tour the brewery.
Members Make
Alpha Kappa Psi: Better Businessmen
Left to right: front row, Mike Munger, Mr. Morris, Ray Smith, 2nd
row; John White, Richard Rournay, Donald Weatherby; third
row; Michael Osheroff , James O'Rourke, Kurt Neudorfer, Ron¬
ald Graham; fourth row; Marcus Herald, Michael McLean Roger











































































Congratulations, Seniors . . .
from the
Food Service Staff
Coast to Coast Stores
JOHN B. McKINNEY, Owner
•SPORTING GOODS•GIFTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY•COMPLETE LINE OF HARDWARE2602 6th Ave. MA 7-5363
come bowling at . . .
Tower Lanes, Inc.

























CORNER OF NINTH AND MARKET












"BEST IN THE WEST ON LAND OR SEA"
PARKER PAINT MFG. CO., INC.











a l xj — >
754 Broadway Tacoma , Washington .. 98402
modeo'day
•Sportswear $2.99 - $21.99•Dresses $5.99 - $18.99
•Lingerie $2.99 - $14.99
Junior Petites and Junior Sizes 3-15
Misses Sizes 8-20






(Here’s to success and lots of it ! )
Whether you plan to continue your education, or
step out into the business world now, you will
find our Banking Center ready to serve you.
And remember, we have Banking
Centers throughout the state.
ATYOUR SERVICE: SIXTH AND UNION BANKING CENTER
NATIONAL BANK OF WASHINGTON
N A T I O N A L B A N K O F W A S H I N G T O N / T A C O M A. W A S H I N G T O N / M E M B E R F E D E R A L D E P O S I T I N S U R A N C E C O R P O R A T I O N
--9 A
k
We are proud to assist
in the growth and development
of the



















We handle printing needs
for every type of
campus group





WINTHROP HOTEL, TACOMA, WASH. 98402 • FU 3-3452
LAKEWOOD COLONIAL CENTER BRANCH • JU 8-3677
CALL AMY FUKUDA AHLSTROM
FOR
HAWAII RESERVATIONS
WASHINGTON TRAVEL BUREAU, INC.
Swedish, Finnish, Japanese spoken.
NO SERVICE CHARGE
Br 2-4211 509 Rust Bldg.
Tacoma 950Pacific Avenue
CUSTOM MA 7 2235
FRAMING
Creative Picture Framing









Complete line of ski equipment
Lange Ski Rental Shop
K-2 Hart
Lange Nenke
Aspen Salomn ski wear
Complete Skuba Shop. . .
Honda Sales, Parts and Repairs
6th & Pearl










F A S T
3624 Sixth Avenue EFFICIENT
2621 N. Proctor
SKyline 9-1366 S E R V I C E
GUNDERSON
ORIGINAL JEWELRY
DIAMONDS . . .
JEWELRY . . .
WATCHES . . .
mn
SILVER . . .
STAINLESS STEEL
CHINA . . .
CRYSTAL . . .
GIFTS . . .




















PICTURE FRAMES FINE PICTURES
SINCE 1889
2046-6th Ave. BR. 2-4327
HOWELL SPORTING
GOODS INC.







922 Commerce St .






907 PACIFIC AVE. • TACOMA, WASH. 98402
Tel. FU 3-2466













For 55 Consecutive Years
More People Have Ridden On
GOOD YEAR TIRES
Than on Any Other Kind”
f
SHAUB - ELLISON CO.
Serving Northwest Motorists




The Bon Marche Department Store is dedicated to personalized customer service and satisfaction.
Come in and visit ourcomplete shopping facilities
•STATEWIDE GIFT REGISTRY . . Our unique Bridal Registry is statewide. A bride registered at any
oneoftheBon Marche's Stores will haveherchoiceson record in each store's Registry.
•DINING - ENTERTAINMENT - DAILY FASHION SHOWS . . You maydinein our Cascade Room,
one of Tacoma’s finest, and relax in our lounge with continuous entertainment from 8:00 P.M. We
look forward to the pleasure of serving you soon.
•TRAVEL BUREAU . Allow the manager 's 15 years experience to workforyouin planningyour
nexttrip . no increasein travel rates, only possible savings.
•CONVENIENT STORE HOURS . . Shop SUNDAYS 12 'til 5; Monday thru Friday 9:30 'til 9:30, Sat¬
urday 9:30 'til 6:00.
•Other store conveniences include BEAUTY SALON, PHARMACY, BAKERY, INTERIOR DESIGN
STUDIO, STATEWIDE CREDIT, TIRE & AUTOMOTIVE CENTER.
CHOOSE FROM MORE, BUT NEVER PAY MORE, AT THE BON MARCHE!
‘






The perfectly balanced milk
FOREMOST
The milk with all the good in it . . .
a perfect balance of minerals, vitamins and
proteins. A perfect balance of cream
in every drop. Perfectly balanced
flavor too — best you ever tasted!







DIAL SUNNY ISLAND CLIMATE TODAY!
mumJfeas















TheGOLDEN DRAGON oRESTAURANT Open 11 am Daily& Sundays «1 MON. THRU FRI. 11 A.M. TO 2 A.M.SAT. 4 P.M. TO 2 A.M. - SUN. 2 P.M.TO 10 P.M.t










Jtkf NORTH OR SOUTH
CHINESE & AMERICAN TO 52ND ST. EXIT
DISHES 'PgV
7
GR 4-6000 GR 4-5877 72d OR 84th ST. EXIT HIGHWAY 5
7430 PACIFIC AV. TACOMA, WN.





















Acosta, Rosa Maria 114
Albertson, Robert G. 99.121
Alcorn. Gordon 52,129
Allen, Darlene 104.106




Bachimunt. Ottc G. 113
Bafus. William. Jr. 122
Bailey. Dale G.93,96
Ball. F Carlton 108
Banks,Gerald 92.93
Barnes. Monique 114
Basinger, Wtf bur 112
Bauer, Woffred 97 ,100,101,118
Beriti*, VioUt 188Berry , j.Raymond 45,57,112
Burry Kaith D. 130
Black, Mai gewet 187








































Hansen, J Tim 113.280
Hardman, Gayle 188
Harney . Jim 157
Harris, Theodore 104
Hartley, Richard B. 99,120
Hayes, Peggy 109
Heppe, Paul H. 115,116
Herbert, Edward 128
Huriinger,Ilona 111















Kretchmer , Evafyn 113
Lance, John 100





Mac Arthur . Doug 96.110
McGee, Jack 96
Mclnteer , Dennis 113




Meadowcroft. W. Howarth 93
























Polley , Roy J 124.125
Porter. Madeline 102
Prins, John 124.126




Rodgers , j. Bruce 53,64,111
Rosenthal, Hans 121,282





Settle, Richard L. 125
Sims , Wibur 131
Sinclair, Thomas G. 92,125
Skidmore, Laurence 124
Slee, Frederick W. 132
Smith, James A. 94
Smith , Jeff 37,97,121













Taylor, W Desmond 97






Vander Ende, Gerrit 93
Venema. Hermon 93




















Aj?rog». A nn 191






Althauser . Charles 152,236
Alyea. Diane 101
Amazaki. Charlotte 85.209,258
Ambuel , Janet 105









Anderson , Ned 106
Anderson, Randolyn 191
























Bailey . Cheryl 63.111,189
Baird, Michael 115
Bajema, Beverly 101,191











Barrett . Lisa 191
Sartram, Virginia 122,203















Benjamin, Todd 30 31,55.234.255,282
Benn, Marie 215
Bennett, Dale 245









Betts , Bonnie 215
Beye, Larry 242




























Bolirger , Albert 131,287
BoR , Laurel 189
Bona, Susan 105.218
Boone, Susan 105
























































Burres. Peter 84 ,193
Burton. Deborah 63,215
Busch, L*sa 2 X2Busche, Ronald 115,140.143
Bush. Deborah 203.258
Bus sort . David 234
Butler, John 108
Butler, Lance 228









Campbell, Candace 45.57 ,112
Campbell. Gladys 209
Caraher, Kathleen 39,43,85.108,223,233










































Clark . Metmda 201



























































Currier . CecHe 113



















Debrot, Jean Jacques 66,123,225














































































































































































































































































Hedley , Michael 198
Heffslfinger.Dolores 113










































Hoftner , James 196
Hogan. Bruce 101




















































































































MKeller. William Jr. 126
Kelley . Marilyn 120
KeHey . Martha 103
Kelly.Jefferson 240
Kelso, Lynn 210,258



























































































Littlejohn , Colleen 106






Long, Joh#115 * 1
Long, Mike 141.142,144
Long, Robert 232
Lontiri , Marcia 198 |
Loomis, Sidney 192
Lopez. Larry 166
























































Macy , Glen 124
Madden. Nancy 189,283
Magee, Nancy 105
Magnusen , Midred 86,207,288
Maizds. Judith 216
Mallory , Kathleen 210
Manibog, Baltazar 124




M'aichetti, John 239,240Marino,Susan 80,219,251
Marsh,Susan 219
Marshall, Cynthia 189, 258,284
Martin, Gordon 226


















Mendenhall , Craig 236,237,259




Merkd , Anton 124
Merklin, Susan 110,216
Merkley, Diane 101,190
Merley , Steven 237
Mercher, Marjorie 189,214,288
Mesher, Barry 226,282
Metcalf , Anita 200,201
Meyer, Gai 101,219
Meyerhoff , Jim 110.148,149,150.151,243
Meyerhaff , Jerome 144,146
Michd, Jules 244




















Moen , Barbara 63.283
Moench , John 114
Moersch. Mollie 28,214















Morrison , Carolyn 85,204
Mosden. Christopher 1215.229
Moseley. Meredith 189


















Nddigh . James 240

















Newman , Margaret 189
Nichols, Douglas 194






































Olson , Stephanie 214















































Petersen , Mkhad 125
Petersen, Stephen 125,229
Peterson,Charles 115
Peterson , Danid 238,271
Peterson . Debra 202
Peterson, Donald 115
Peterson, Jorja 217









































Ramerman , Janet 128,190
Randolph, Robert 240,254
Rantz, Joseph 63,111
Raphad , Unda 190
Rappe, Randall 194
Rappun , Tom 286











Reid , Wiliam 101,113
Reider, Bob84,236.238
Reifel , Jordan 244,261
Renner, Cheryl 192,197
Renner. Gerald 120









































































































































Smith, John L 176

































































































































































Van Der Maas, Jacobus 66,126,241




Van Houten, Vernon 66,101,197




























































































































































Dr. Robert D. Sprenger
Chairman Natural Sciences Division
23 years UPS Chemistry Dept,
respected by students and faculty alike
Died: January 23, 1970

